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COJ\1TROL Oli' ORE BY PR!t,:ARY rmmous STRUCTURES: 
PORCffBR ISLAHD, BRITISH COLlrn'.13 IA 
By 
Alexe.nder Smith 
Mappi:o,g internal structures of e.n intrusive has proven of 
value in quarrying but only about a dozen examples appear in the 
literature wherein metalliferous deposits in intrusives ",,'Tare found to 
occupy £eatures such as cross joints or marginal up4i;hrusts e.gB, 
(Emmons and Grout 1935), (Kerr 1936), (Barr and Gardner 1940)u This 
s·l:;udy ·t.heref ore is presented as an additional e:xa.mple of structural 
control of an ore deposit by prima:rJ i gneous structures# The lode 
deposits described in .. chis pa.par show a rie;orous control by a rela-
tively small primary flow struct;ure, an a.roh of flow layers~ 
The area studied is the :northwes·t portion of Porcher 
Island $ B .. c~ (Fig .. 1).. The principal deposits are those of 'the Surf 
Poizrt a.i.1d Bdye Pass ranes.. These properties lie abou·b 25 miles south-
west of Prince Ruper'c, B. c. 9 t he wes·te~ tenninus oi' the :northern 
branch of the Canadian National Railways . 
The climate is wet and equable. Temperatures remain below 
f'reezinr; :for only a. fev·; weeks each year.. The region is for the most 
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parl heavily forested vrlth spruces hemlock and red eeda;i:~, but 
adjacent to ·bhe min.as ii muskeg,,, . moss and scrub cover :most of t:he area 
mapped,, .Although. bedroak com:m.011ly lies within a short distru:iee of 
the stirla.ea, ou·torops, excepting £!.long the shoreline!' in the mine work-
i:ngs m:id e~t higher· elevations§ are iso1at,ed. and snw.llo Howe,rer., as a 
result Qf Pleistocene g;lacieo.tion9 they are of f:?sst,. TOek.. The relief in 
the area mapped varies from sea-level to a nW.XiL1tuJ1 of 2200 feet on ·l:;he 
ridge aouth of Sud' P'oint Mine .. 
P:r.i:nrious Work in the Area .. 
The geology of the coastline and islands or the northerly 
portio-.a. of British Columbia has heeu mapped and deso:dbed by V.. Dolmaga 
( 1922) Q :!.'he p:rog:resa of the properties has been reported. on from -'ci:me 
~co time by J~ TQ Mru.1dy of the Provincial Department of Mines (1928-1935) o 
R. Eo Legg (193'-1) has described ·l:;ha millin.@: methods e:I; Surf Point and 
H_ ,, T/ .. Warren and J . M,, Cummings ( 1936) co:miucted a microscopic investi~ 
gat:lo:n. of the ores . 
I.Jurpose and Extent of the Present Study o 
The prlmai-1 pm."pose of this investigation. wo.s to deter.mine 
'the st:ruetural oont:rol of' ore bodies i~~. a quartz ... diorH;e s·ttock therehy 
furnishing a ge ological guide in. ·!;he development of t he deposits.. The 
principles and ·l;echn:i..que employed were those developed by Hans Cloos 
and his co-workers and admirably descrlbed by Robert Balk (1937) in e. 
recent memoir., 
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Structures were mapped in great detail 9 The e.ccornpanyi:ug: 
Plates I .and II a.re generalized from field maps, of sea.lea l" = 300' 
and i« "" lOO• respectively It on which hundreds of flow and fracture 
ori011ta"'.;;ions \ve:ee recorded.. £11a.ppil1{~ 1n .s not cotlfined to the area des-
cribed in this report but was extended to include adjoining areas and 
adjacent islands~ Since this work did not add !ru'lterially to the inter-
pretation of the igneous structures, it he.s bean O!!D.tted from the present 
report .. 
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GENERAL GEOLOGY 
Relationship of tha Area to the Coast Range Batholith. 
The qua.rtz-diorite stock in which the ore deposits ocour is 
a satellite: of the composite coo.st range batholith of Upper Jurassic 
an.d Lower Cretaceous age (Buddington and Chapin, 1929 , p .. 252-253) .• 
The western contact of the main hatholith lies about 20 miles to the 
eastt To the west of the :massive ba.tholithic rocks there is, along the 
coast. and islands., a wide ~one in which older rocks are injected by 
sIDa.ller bodies oi.' Coe.st Re.nge intrusives. Porcher Island lies: in this 
west~rn marginal zone. Mu:oh the greater parl of the island consists of 
older rocks but there ru·a nurfte:rous small and e. few larger bodies of the 
intrusives (Dolw.age 1922) 
Geologic RistOT'J 
The significant events of the geologic history of ~he map 
Prince Rupert Schists .. -The P:dnce Rupert schists are 
-- " 
highly metamorphosed rocks eontaini:ng vary'lng amoun·hs of runphibole 5 
pyroxenes chlorite,, mice. and garnet with a few layers of limestone 
included ( Dolmaf~e 1922). They are Ca.rbooiferous and/ or Triassic in 
a.gee In t he area covered by this report the Prince Rupert series are· 
principally runphibolite schists de:dved by dynamic meta..mo:rphi,sm of 
s.ndesi·tic and hsu.~altic flows, tuffs and sills.. The schists ~;t.tained 
Age 
Recent 
Pre-Pleistocene 
Upper Jurassic 
Upper Jurassic 
Upper Jurassic 
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TABLE 1. Geologic Column 
His-tory 
.Post gla.eial uplift. 
to-.ag period of erosion with :repeated 
uplif·t and peneplanati on. Intrusion 
of small dike.s. 
Ore deposition in qua.rtz-diorite 
stock .. 
Faulting along MSOE shear.s and· 
associated movements. 
Intrusion of the Coast Range 
batholi th and the associated minor 
intrusives of the map area. 
Dynamic metamor.Phism of the rocks 
of the. Prince ~upert Series. 
Carboniferous and/ Vulcanis.m and sedimentation 
or Triassic 
Formation 
Dikes 
Veins 
Coast Range 
intrusives. 
Prince Rupert 
:schists .. 
Prince Rupert 
series. 
Lithology 
.An.desites 
Basalt.s 
Au:riferous 
quartz-pyrite 
ve-ins. 
Qua.rtz-diori te 
gxa:nodiorite 
ga.bbro .. 
.Amphibolite 
schist .~ 
Andesites 
Basalts 
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their present ah.araete1•istics prior to the injection of the small Coast 
Range intrusives oi' t he rnap area. Their meta.m.orphism however is asso-
eiated \'li'th the in:crusion of the batholith (Buddington and Chap:il1,, 1929$ 
The regional strike of the sehistosi"l:;y is northwes·t with an 
average dip of 50° to the :northeast.. Bedding;, in the fm<t oases where it 
could be d~rcermined, parallels the sehistosity • 
.£?2.3t Rang;e Intrusives.-1.n addition to ·the qua.rtz-diorite 
stock, one small mass of ga.b'bro and numerous sill-like injections of 
granodio-rite are found in the map area.. The gabbro occurs to the east 
of Little Useless Cree.k as a srrall isolated body in the schists .. 
Qua.rt.z-Dior:i.te.-The quartz-diorite (tonali'ta) stock in which 
the veins occtu' is about 1 3/4 mHes in diametero It is subcircular in 
outline, the contact is f'e.irly regular wi"t;hout large protuberances or 
re-entrants o The intrusive is rather uniform in composition and teA.-ture 
but there is a slight change towards ·the core vmera the rook becomes more 
leucocratic and approaches a granodiorite in appearance and composition. 
This gradation between qua.rt~-diorite and granodiorite is common :ln the 
Coast Range batholith (Dol:mage 1922,, P• 15). Sw..a.11 g:rey inclusions, 
che.rtte·beristic of the normal quartz-diorite, become scarcer ·bovmrds the 
central portion and ~re n~t pre.sent ~n thei granodiorite core . Th01~e is 
, .. 
no well defined basic border facies in the intrusive nor eny noticeable 
zone of thermal metamorphism in the country rook. Although the actual 
contact ;.rrlth the sch:ists is rarely exposed it appears to be f airly sharp" 
... 7 -
Granodiorite .. -Sill-like bodies of granodiorite, ranging in 
thickness from a fe1'f inches to several htmdred feet,, intrude the schists$ 
often in lit-par-lit relatiouships.. In the :map area the volume of grano-
diorite that has been injected into the schists more than equals the 
volume of the schists~ In the field ·this gmnodiorite ean readily be dis• 
-'cinguished from the normal quartz-diorite by its raore leueocratic appear-
a:n.ce and the abundance of small barren quartz veinlets~ Megasoopically it 
is similar to the gra.11odiorite cor~ ot: the. satellite. 
'i'he e.ge and structural relationslj.ips of the granodiorite 
injections wH;h re~pect to the quartz-diorite are not clear~ Although 
the areal distribution of the granodiorite is widespread ond is not related 
to the quartz-diorite satellite~ yet in the map area their rele.tionship 
might suggest that the granodiorite was .a; lit-par-lit injection into the 
schists of an acid phase of the que..rtz-diorite ma.gmao 'i'here is no evidence 
indicating that the granodiorite sills are later than. the stock. 11ost of 
the injections probably preceded intrusion of the stock, but the structural 
relations along the western margin of the stock sugg~st that soma may have 
been injected during the intrusion of the stock as offshoo·ts from the 
quartz-diorite magma. 
p_re De_.posits .. - Follmtlng ·t;he intrusion o£ the quartz-diorite P 
faulting oceu:rred in, end ad.jaeent to, the stock along shears trending 
N30E., At the same time movement al O!l...g pre-existing join-'c planes formed 
the future ore-bearing stri1ctures. 
The ore deposits are auri.ferous qua.rtz-pyi"i te veins with the 
values en.closed in the pyrite as minute blabs of telluride and free g·oJid 
- 8 .... 
(Warren 1936).. They are of a rather high ·temperature~ close ·to h;y'po ... 
thermal origin ~ Individual quartz vei11s vary in width from a i':raation 
of an inch up to 2 or 3 feet. The average assay of such vein material 
is of the order of l ounce gold per ton. The pure pyrite assays about 
8 ounces gold pa:r ton. A fet'l small veins occur i..'1'1 the schists near the 
contact but mos·b of the va.ins lie '\!Ji"l::hin the quartz .. diorite in a zone 
trending~ !\i20Eo They · vary in strike from !130.E to S80E and dip from. 60°N 
to vertical • 
!'.2:!~~Iisto2:• -B!tsalt and andesite dikes cut the sohists., 
the que..rtz-diorite, and. the ore. They a.re the only post-ore formations 
in the area.. These 'dikes may be much younger than the ore deposits$ 
Basalt and andes'i te flows and dikes of ~?ertiary and ciuaterna..ry age are 
found in nearby areas on the coast (Dolmage 1922) .. 
The Tertiary history of the region is one ma.inly of l"epeated 
uplift and erosion. Pleistocene glaciation stripped Jche map area of a.11 
weathered rock, soil and detrital deposits. 
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PRWlA.RY FL01J~ STRUCTURES 
Introductory Ste.tement 
Except in the core of the stoek,, flo•v laye?s,, ·though :ft\.int., 
a.re clearly discernible~ Th.ere is a good platy alignment of small 
tabular inclusions and hornblende crystals., Hourever, there are no well 
def.ined schlieren,, basi.o el ots j o:r segregations into light &.:nd dark 
ba:n.ds.. Flaw· lines, resulting f'rom the alignment of elongated inclusions 
and hornblende~ have an ~J.most constant trend~ They often lie in the 
plane of the flovr layers but flov1 lines o.ncu:r in which th.a trend is at 
va1~fatnce to the plmw of the fl01:; layers .. 
Flm~ Layers .. 
Near the margins of the intrusive .flow layers il.Tirariably 
pe.Tallel the nearest contact~ On the noTl;heast au.d sol.rlihwest wu:gins of 
'bhe i:n.trusive., tha contact and the flmv layers parallel the trend of' the 
int:rucled schists~ Along the western contact, in the northerly section.~ 
i'low layers and coi:-tact strike northeast at a high angle to the trend of 
the schists.. TOWf.l.rds the sou·th the intar.:aal s·tructures of schist and 
in:brusivs again become concordant~ 
The most striki11g structural feerbare in the intrusive is a 
well defined ai•eh of fiovc layers .. (Plates I and. II),. The axial plane of 
·this a:rch strikes :r.rnoE and dipa about 85° southeast Stl.bparallel to "'che 
trend of' strong U30E shoo.rs. The northerly plunge of th.e arch mer.Gases 
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frmn 55° a/t the north. co:o:tact to over 85° neal" ·hhe core. The fl01iv 
layers in ·this arch a;;;·e arranged in a nose comparable to a s·.!:;eeply 
plunging anticline in sedimell:bal"'Y roeks.. On approaching the a:ds 
from the flanks;. ·the .floiv layers beeome 1Rore nea.1•ly parallel to the 
axial plane 0£ the ei.roh, i ~ e~, toi'.rard.s the axis the s~c1·uctu:re beeam.es 
tighter and isocli:nal~ 
Southward along ·the e..xis of the arch the flmv layers 
become flJ.inteT until in the southern portion of' Surf Point Mine work-
ings (Pl .. II) they ee.nnot be dia.,Ginguished cloilg the axis although 
they are still strongly d.e1reloped on ·bh.e fle.nks., Here there :i.s 
locally a. divergence betv.reen the platy alignraezrt of inclusiom.i and of 
hornblende (Fig. 2) with tr.a inclusions forming a more open :arch,. In 
this core zone the quartz-diorite grades into a more leuoocratic :rook" 
a g;ra.;.'lodiori te .. 
The arch of flovr layers probably oorrtinu.es ·zoutmm.rd f!>f 
Surf Poil:rb !vline.. As the flmv layers a.long the southern Irargin of the 
intrusive dip 65° :n<>rth, these layers~ combined "W.r.ith th.$ arch of flO'ltl 
layers may fornl 0.n elliptical funnel-like struo·t;u:re~ pitching no:rtheas·t 
and tapering v..pward1h (l"ig .. 9 ) ~ other less well defined arches occur~ 
!~o detailed field wo:rk i"."tlS dme cm the southeastern portio-tl of the a·book:t 
hence on the m.1;1.p (Pl .. 1) ·the lack of' detail does uat indicate that the 
intrusive in ·th.is sectd.on is de'IJ'oid of flow s·l:;ructures .. 
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Flow Lines .. 
LinooT st1"u.ctures in the qua::rtz•diorite are neither e.s 
widespread nor as easily identified a.s t..lie f'lmv layers but their trend 
is more regular .. 
ilor~ the northeast margin the flovr lines subparallel the 
dip of the overlying schi.sfai,,. :L.e. Ji> pitch 55°MEo 
0-.a ·the arch of flow layers, the lineation trends almost 
parallel to the axis bu-t has a. :more gentle and constant pitch of 
about 55°NE~ on the flanks~ flow lines dipping about 50°HE occur \'lith-
in ·the plane of the flow layers. Locally a linea.tion 11rlth this trend 
ls found where flow layers are not discernible., Exceptions to the 
relatively constant trend of the linea.tion 0001..u· on the axis .of the 
arch. where flow layers dip steeply (80°).. Here flow lines are uncommon 
but occasionally a lineation of variable pitch, sometimes horizorrtal , 
is found in the plane of the flow layers .. 
If one were to disregard the platy structures and plot only 
the flO\v lines the stock would show a regular pattern of' linear struc-
tures strih.""ing I'~20-30E and dipping: ~:oo.ut 50~\"E. No ·arch or noae would 
be appare-n.t. The general trend of ·che lineation is sligM;ly more 
ea~terly than the rIBOE axis of arch cf flow layers (Fig.. 4) ~ 
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Gena rel Sta:tement o 
The joint systems in the quartz-diorite are more elos&ly 
rela:ted in odentation to linear st:ructurea in ·C..'lle i:i::rbrusive 2nd 
regional join:l;ing in the achiErts .t ·than to ·the arch of flow la.j."'el"S" 
The a:bti·hude of the flovr layers, however"', iT.J?luences the f'requeney 
and pex>sis·tency of joints of a gi.,;en orientation~ Several prominent 
joint set$ occur in boJch schist and intrusive but tha age an.cl genetic 
sig:nifica:nce of these joint1:; may differ in t~e '1..-wo rocks.. Certain 
types in the intrusive have been classed as primary joints, but this 
designati.on is 11ot nearly as elea:n cut as in ·the case of some larger 
intrusives d.ese1·ibed in ·the lite rature (Balk 1937., p. 97-117). 
Joint Systems~ 
Table 2 summa:?izes the il"l:f orwedon :regarding the principal 
join;(; sets in schist and intrusive and thair relation ships to flow 
strucrturas &'ld schistosity (see also Fi&'U.Te S).. These types may vary 
10°-15° in strike or dip from the orien"~ation given,, In ~che schists 
'chis ve.ria:i:iion see:ms .systematic a:nd in IDJlllpathy with a clloo:i.ge in the 
trend of the schists.. Locally other oo·ts of joints occur l:nrl:: they ar,e 
less mtraerous and constant than the ty-pes described. 
The age relationships and genetic signif:l.cmnce of the 
- Orientation 
strike Dip 
wzo .. soE 75-90SE 
N40H 50UE 
N40W 50SW 
N75W 65-SSNE 
N65E 55-85liE 
Rock 
Sch. 
Int .. 
Sch .. 
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TABLE 2 . Joint Sets. 
Characteristics 
Persistency, Spa.cine; Filling 
etc. 
Continue into intru-
sive-nearly parallel 
to N30E shears. 
Basalt 
dike.s 
Continue into achists Basalt 
dikes 
Comm.on, persistent, 
parallel to 
schistosi ty 
Int.. Common onl;}" south of 
mines. Spacing 5-30' 
persistent. 
Sch. 
Int. 
Sch. 
Int. 
Int. 
Common~ persistent 
spacing l' -5 t • 
Even remarkably per-
sistent spacing 
10t-50t slickensides 
Not persistent 
In .zones oi' closely 
spaced joints along 
arch of flow layers, "· 
same slickensides 
Jqot persistent 
In zones ·Of closely 
spaced joints along 
arch of flow layers, 
some slickensides. 
Gouge, 
Pyrit,e, 
.Andesite 
dikes. 
Q:uartz-
pyri te 
veins. 
Quartz-
pyri te 
veins 
*Joints of this type a r e described by Balk (1937, P• 27-42) . 
Relation to flm? 
structures or 
sehi:stosity 
Nearly normal to 
sehistoslty~ 
System 
Tension * joints. 
Parallel to trend Primary 
of fl ow lines and Longi tudi-
axia.l plane of arch nal joints·? 
of flow lay-ers. * 
Plalle of' schis-
tosi ty (plane 
of maxim.um shear)o 
Complement of plane 
of schistosity .. 
Plane of maximum 
shear. 
Nearly normal to 
flOV'l lines .. 
Diagonal to 
schistosity 
Diagonal to flow 
lines planes o:r 
shea.ro 
Diagonal to 
schistosity 
Diagonal to flow 
lines. Planes of 
shear. 
Plane of 
sohistosi-
ty a 
P.rimru7 
cross 
joints? * 
Diagonal 
joints? 
Primary 
Diagonal 
\joints?* 
Diagonal 
joints'? 
.Primary 
Diagonal 
joints? 
* 
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various types iL schist and intrusive e.re not fully understood. In 
the schists IDm'l'Y of the join:ts may have formed prior to intl"us:i.on .. 
'l'JrPes eommon to bo"i;h intrusive and schist ney be either related to the 
intrusion or of post intrusive age,, Even so:ne of the primary joints i'r.l. 
the intrusive could be expected to have the same orienta:cion as older 
joints in the schi~~s :for j.oints (type 1 e.nd 2~ Table 2) ill the schists 
played an important part. in the ~npla.camant of" the quartz-diori"ce.. Flm'l · 
lines ilihich J:lOntrol the orientation .c>f primary joints in the intrusive, 
parallel the dip oi' the . schists,., 
Primal":{ Joints in the Intrusive. 
Joints of types 1, s~ 4 and 5 in the intrusive mightJi on 
the basis of their orientation rele:l;ive to the lineation., be classed e.s 
primary joints (:Salk 193'7, p.- 27-42).. They would be longitudinal join:ts,, 
(type l); eros.s joints, (type 2); and diagonal joints, (ty-pes 4 and 5)~ 
Their persist13ncy, spacing,, surface characteristics and fillings corres-
pond closely to descriptions given in the literat-u:re. Hmvever some 
douM; on. their pl'i.li.a:cy origin is cast by the oceu:rre11ce in the schists 
of joints of' similar orientation,, and by anomalous :features such as an 
unusual orientation of slickensides on diagonal joints .. 
Influence of Flow t-aye.rs on Joi..11ting; .. 
On the a.reh of' flow layers ·l:;he orientation of the p:ri:mary 
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joi11t syste:m is apparently little affec-<::ed by the cha.n.ging a·ttitude 
of the flow layers. Yet, in any portion of' the structure~ the 
co:rrtinuit"".t and spacing~ and even the types of joints v.zhich occur, are 
governed largely by the attitude 0£ the layers. 
This central results probably from the structu:ral aniso-
tropy of the quaJ."tz-diori..1~eo The ple.n.e of the flcw.r layers is one of 
easy splitti:ng.. It is difficult for the i·ock to split along planes at 
engles of: 20°-70° t o t! e: fl<N.r leyers exoep·l:; on planes including the 
lineation .. 
ht the northerly portio..'l"J; of the aroh5 dia.go11al joints are 
conspicuous where the od.e:nta.tions of flow layers and. ,joints coincide .. 
This occurs principally a.long the axis of the arch.. At Surf Point Mine 
in the central area of the stock whe1-a flOViT layers are faint~ zones of 
elos~ly spaced· diagonal joints (types 4 e.nd 5) are s·brongly developed; 
but on the flanks,, where strong flow layers lie at a high ~ angle to 
these Joint directions, these zones of close joi1r !:;ing die out., Even 
·bhe cross joints ('t;;rpes 3) sa01Th to be more frequent and pe:rsisten.·c in 
the central areao 
This control of' jointing by i'low layers has in turn. in-
:rluenced the ore-bearing struotv.res as W"ill be discussed in a le:ter 
section~ 
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ViODE OF Et1PLACEME!f.t' OF THE QUARTZ-DIOIU'I'E 
Theory of Intrusion Developed by fi ,. Cloos~ 
Before discussing the mechanics of' emplacement of the 
qua1tz-diori'te i·t will be desirable to stmmJB.rize "Ghe theories 
developed by H~ Cloos (1925) ~ :rhe following paragraphs are ab-
stracted from Ball::'s discussion (1937 JI P• 78-83) .. 
During the early stages of' intrusion it is believed that 
a highl;,r mobile rriagma or cn stal :mush intrudes a relatively 
rigid ru1d mechanically resistant crust. Such a mass must 
encounter a maximum of rete.rda:bion- of motion along its con .. 
tact plane&. Segregations,. inclusions .• and tabular crystals 
w-lll be d1•awn out int-0 fl ow layers ( s-chlieran) whieh thus 
develop appro::dJm.tely parallel to the nee.rest contact .. 
As :more and more magma intrudes$ the mechanical resistance 
of the crust is weakened,, 'tmd the roof or flanks of the 
clia:mber begin to yield by folding or faulting. In this 
seco11d stage the adjacent crust partakes in ·the motion or 'cha 
igneous core,. Th.ere is no longer along the contact the 
e:#;hre:m.e ·rriction and .retardation -of the n~ which in tha 
ea~lier stages .formed t.tie schlieren.. Linear .flm'f structures 
v.rhie.h dis-raga.rd loeal contact planes f'orzn in the direct.ion of 
max:l.muil1 linear expa?J,sion., l"or hundreds of squo.re nrl.les, the 
p:roj~cted. strike of .flow lines may be constant, even .if the 
older sc...11.lieren va.17 in strike and dip.. Presumably, where 
flow lines lie within flmv layers, the individual grains had 
enough :f'reedom to move slightly \V-lthin the plane of the la.yers.i 
A few cases are known where isolated fiov1 la:yers dip m0:re 
s"beeply than does the piteh of the !'low lines be·tween the 
layers-.. 11ineral grains within flow layers rich in f'erro:mag-
:uesian ci·ystals may not have been f:ree to rotate auy longer~ 
but crystals in the more l-i.1obile sul!"rc'tm,ding magma :ma.y have 
been arranged in accordance with the fseble linear elongation 
o! the magmaQ The older en arch of: flow layers., the longer it 
will have participated in the subsequent arching,, thus-
~ttaining steeper dip angles~ 
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Application of Theor-.r to Structures in 
Quartz- Dio:ri te Stock .. 
The f'lmr; structures in the quartz-diorite conform .closely 
to the theory outlined above. The parallelism of the layers to· the 
nearest cori:baet is very noticeable$ The constant pitch of the linee .... 
tion to the northeast indicates thats during the second stage of 
emplacement the direotion. of maxinrum elongation of the que.1~ez-diorite 
magma for the levels exposed was upward to the southwest, i.e., up the 
dip of the schists .. 
.2!;igin ot::the Arch of Plow: L'llyars .. -The origin. of the -well 
developed arch of flow la;ffe1·s might bo expltdned in sevenil ways., 
Among the possibilities are-
1. Prior ·to intrusion a steeply dipping, northeast trending 
shear (or joints of type l with similar trend) -was present in the area. 
now occupied by the areh of flow layers (I•'ig. 5). The earliest nID.Q,'IriB. 
rose nearly "U'erlically in this shear~ gradually prying it open to ·the 
norl:ih>"iltrd and developing the steep arch of flow layers in almost its 
present i'om.. In the second stage the magma enlarged its chamber by 
mushrooming: out mainly to the nor·theast of the shear and by doming its 
cover'I' The linear struc'hures indicate that the greatest elongation of 
the igneous hody dlu•ing this le.ter stage, pa;i·alleled the dip 0£ the 
schists. 
2o The m.a.@00. rose from the nor'cheast paralleling ·the sehitt ... 
osity (I~ig. 6)Q FlO'V'J' 18,J."e :i:•s were developed.,dipping; :northeast; parallel 
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parallel to the . contact. The magma chru:nber increased in size by 
:faulting ~long the NE trending shearth In th.is erpla:na.tion the shears 
need not have been of pre-intrusive age. If they formed as a result of• 
the forces ·of intrusion they could have followed planes of ?ree.k?1ess 
provided j)y joints of type 1. in the schists. 
The offset of the caver along the shear folded the flo-w1 
la:-j"ers into the steeply pltinging aTch.. The occasional almost horizontal 
lineat.ion. found in the irteeply dipping; £'low layers on the a.xis may have 
for.med during ·this foldi;ng .. 
3,. The walls of the lfi.e.gr.il!? .. pe.ra.lleled ·t;he s·chistosity on the 
northeast contact., a...1'ld t11e NSOE join·bs (type 1) on the northwest 
contact {Fig .. ''7) .o Over the area of ·the arch of· flow layers :ma.gm.a. rose, 
along; e. shear or zone of' weakness, above· the genel'al le1Tel of the roof~ 
This upsurge of 100.gma to higher levels tor.med the e.reh of flow layerso 
There is no eo:aelusive field evidence to ind:lea:ce which of 
these alter.ne.tives is the mode of origin of the stock~ The ·writer 
regards 1., and 2 .. a.s being; equally prob.able., There is :no proof 11 in 
case 1., of a pre ... intrusive shear or of mushrooming of the ehamberJ or,. 
in case 2. of actual .folding of the flow layers.. Case 3. offers an 
explanation only f'or the steep arch of' f'lm'f layers and does not apply 
to ·tr,,e intrusion of the entire stock .. 
\liJha:'i;ever may have been the origin of the arch of flow 
layers it is evident -the.t structures ir1 the sehists, the pla:ue of 
sehistosi·l;'y .and the M30E. shears or ,joints, e.xerted a w.arked control 
during t.~e emplacement of the intrusive 1md the development of the aroho 
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Ev.:,~i!,e!!,C0e of Forceful Intrus~ .. -E-.alargement of th~ magma 
cham.ber by m011ement along the N30E shears .in and adjacent to the 
intrusive indicates that the :magma was f"orcibly injected into the 
schists,. In the early stage of intrusion of the stock:, prior to the 
faulting along 'M30E shears,. li·t-par•lit injection of a leueocratic 
phase (granodiorite) of the quartz.-diorite :magma into the schists 'IN'J.Y 
have aided in the enlargement of the el19l!ibar.. An upbowing or doming 
of the schists a.long the northeast oonta.ct and a pushing a.side, on the 
southwest :margi.."!,, :may have been c.aused by ·the push o.f tu~e magma .. 
For.m of the Quartz-Diorite In:t:;.rusive.-If one \"le:re to pro-
------· ....... ;<Oii! ..... ,..... • • • 
ject the intrusive contacts on 'bhe basis of orientation. or the struc-
tures in schist. and in:ta·usi ve~ the quartz ... diorite mass would taper 
upwards -w1.th a nor,bheastern oon:ta<rc dipping; SO°lirn: and the nortmrestem, 
southwestern and southern con:ta.e.ts dipping :more steeply towards the 
central portion of the stock~ The intruai ve is a suboircule.r stock 
whose axis plunges northeast at a bout 55°-60°. At depth t.11.e body :may 
continue to parallel the trend of the .schists (Fig. 6) or it may be 
more res·tricted ·co a N30E shear ( Ii'ig .. 5) .. 
Such projections should be used vrlth caution.. Flmv layers 
near the margin would not show the influence o:f a sudden change il1 
the direction of the con~cac·t:; a few h'i.llld:t~d .feet disttll!lt. However, such 
a change would probably be reflected in the layers at a greater distance 
from the margin .. 
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'i'IiE OHE-BEARilKf STRUC'.fUlIBS 
Introductory S·l:;at;ement ~ 
'.rh.a ore deposits occupy f'aults and zones of close joint ... 
ing on the al'Ch of flcrir• l ayers.. Veins lie tre.:nsve.rse to the axis but 
the ore-bearing zone extends along the axis,. The structures were 
formed by move:m.ents :J irl.di vidually of am.all magn.i tude :i acting on pre-
existing joint pl~'1.<:H:'l~ The per·sistancy and frequency of ·chese j oili:i.ts_, 
as discuss ed above :t is deternined by t heir r..elation to t he arch of flo-v'l 
layers'/ The forces whioh caused t he mov~men:bs. were probably dtrectly 
rele.ted to the intrusion of the quartz-diorite stock.. Struct ures 
developed by regional strGsses controlled t he enrplaeement of the stock 
hut i t is not knm'm if such. stre-sses. were present during intrusion .. 
The out;standing feature of the ore-bearing struotuTes is 
their control by primru-y flow· and fracture pa:i:;:tern.s.. There are two 
m.in structural ~i:ypes of ore depos it;; (a) those occupying well defined 
fissures (faults)~ and (l'l) t;ho.s.e, occurring :i.n zones of close joi:o:U:ng. 
All gradations b~twean these t-wo types occur. The i'onner are the more 
persistent; ~(;he latter,. though of' l i:mited extant laterally and vertical ... 
ly s o.f'te:a. cont;ain high~r · grade o:re . 
To the north of H vein (Plate 2) the veins are of type (e.) .. 
Here the .flcrnr layers are· strongly e0veloped on the axis or the arch ... 
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Where. the diagonal joints (types 4 and 5) parallel th& plane of the 
:flow layers then joints of these orientationG are common end persis-
tent. Faults., or fi:Nmr&as have for.med along: the plane of the flow 
l:ayers and primary joints. 1!hese atruotu.res are strong wher~ t;hey 
dev-e:lop parallel to the fl:ow la.yer,s on the axi.s of the struet:ure but 
die <:>u:b ·on t~ flanks where they transect the fl aw layers. Seve:ral of 
these. :fissures ~ul"V:a slightly in coneor®nee with the curve of th~. 
flaw layers on the flanks before pinching out. 
South of R vein :many of the veme are .of type (b).. 'l'he 
flow layei-s a .re poor'ly developed along 'the axis but strong on the 
flanks.. :Mov•ellt has been ehiefly along th.a &et,s of elose diagonal 
joints (types 4 and 5). Ore•bes.ri:ng atru:ctu:res may roll trom Qne set 
to the other. "With the exc$ption of B vein the displacement has been 
small. g.e:nera.lly insufficient to of:t'&et the cross joints (type 3). 
The persistent southwest dipping eross, joints (type 3) torm the roofs 
of :in.any of the ore $hoots. 
B vein oecupi·es a shear zone in which the quartz-diorite 
has been in part mylonitued. Movement ha:t been sufficient to offset 
the eross joint.s a.t lea.st 'l .feet. A draw l .ies on the continuation 0£ 
B vein to th~ ::puthw~st. It is probably underlain by a strong shear 
of th~ N30E type. It is significant that .no worthwhile depoaits ha.v• 
been i'ound south of B vein. 
In additiO!l to those on the axis of the arch other veins 
occur, but here t-00 the control by f'ln la:yers is appa.r:ent.. At Ed.ye 
Pass liine D5 vein occupies a persistent fault paralle1ing the flow 
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layers.Ii and joints of type 5, on the limb of the arch. 00 vein lies 
in one of the strong N.30E shears. This shear zone 0£ highly mylonitized 
rock is over 6 feet in width. It continues across schist and intrusive 
regardless of orientation of flow structures;. nevertheless, quart~­
pyrite lenses occur in this s.tructure where the shear parallels the flow 
layers.. Veins ·near the mouth of' Little Useless Creek also parallel the 
£low layers; one of: these veins lies tran.Sirerse to a minor arch of flO'l!'l 
layers. 
_Direction of ~Mav~~nt on the Ore.Bearing Structures.-It i.s 
.difficult to measure displacements on the ore.-bearing st1"Uctures.. The 
data obtained indicate movements were such that the resu:lt was a 
lengthening of the intrusive,., in the area oi' the arch of i'lGW layers, 
(Fig. 3)s in a northeasterly directiono This lengthening was nearly 
parallel to the axial plane of the arch and the trend of the lineation. 
The slickensides .all have plunges of low angles. Such moveme.ats would 
tend to widen the ¢hannelwe.ys :tor the ore-hearing sohitions-., 
Origin of the 1~30E Shears. 
Inasmuch as the ore-baa.ring structures and the N30E shears 
probably resulted from the same stresses, a short discussion of the.se 
shes.rs is pertinent at this point .. 
Although NSOE joints (type 1) are common in the area,, it 
is only within a mile of the intrusive that conspicuous shears or this 
orientation occur. Three of these shears lie to the i.vest of the in-
trusive. DS (Plate 1) shear cuts both intrusive and schists These four 
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structures are remarkably straight and persistent; they can be 
readily traced as draws (depressions) on the surface. A similar draw 
oontinuM! southwest from B ve.in. In the eastern part of the stock the 
parallelism of the southern portion of each of the three forks of 
L:i. ttle Us.eless Creek suggests control -0£ the drainage by s.imilar frac-
tures .. 
Faulting along these shears took place after solidification 
of the quartz-dio:rite, at the levels now exposed, and preceded ore 
deposition. Although these fe.ults do not b.ea.r the same relationship to 
the -contacts of' the intrusive as the gently dipping :marginal thrusts 
and normal faults described in the literature (Balk 193.7, p. 101-111), 
nevertheless, they may have served the same purpose, nrunely,, to lengthen 
an expanding intrusive, already solidified at its: Ill9.rgi:ns. 
Contacts and slickensides on DS shear suggest that the 
southeast side of the f.'aul t moved almost horizontally northeastt.qard in 
a manner to be expected if the intrusive was expanding by pushing north-
eas·t;er 1y~ 
Origin of the Ore-Bearing Fractures. 
The ore-bearing fractures probably were formed by the same 
strensEilcS as the N30E shears,, but in this ,,case the manne,r o:r relief was 
not by a long continuous fault but by e. series of much smaller movements 
involving the joint planes already developed on the axis of the· a:rch o:f' 
fla¥F le.ye rs. The effect however was t..lte same, namely, to aid in the 
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expe.nsion of the magma chamber to the northeast. 
The easiest relief to the stresses was apparently by move-
ment embracing i:;he transverse joint planes rather than by the i'orme..tion 
of a through-going shear along the a:?"..is * That the stresses were th~ 
srune is indicated by the presence of a northeast trending shear to the 
south of B vein~ 
The \'illongation to the northeastward would not be a simple 
dilation in that direction.. In the area of D3 and the axis of flow 
layers the maximum northeastvard movement occurred to the southeast;., A 
shes.ring stress would exist in t he area (Fig .. 8 ) ~ The -ef.fec:ts of .such 
a rotational stress are discussed by liead (1920)'!' Relief to this stress 
wµ.s by faulting along DS shear and by the smaller movements along the 
axis. 'l'he di;rection of maximum elongation in this rotational st1·ess 
would be northeast~ 
The action of this shearing s;tress on the northwest portion 
o:f the intru~ive explains the nearly horizontal slickensides foi.md on 
·the joints and ore~bee.ring f:ractures (Figs, 3 and 7)'! If this couple 
were effective du1·ing the ~arlier stages of the intrusion it may have 
caused the progressive eastward rotation (Fig:s. 4 and 7) of succeeding 
p.rimacy structures: axis of flow layers_, flow lines and the normal to 
the cross Joints. 
E.'xtensi on of the Ore Zone. 
'l'he structural control of the deposits having been established 
by mapping of interne.l structures in the intrusive, it i.s o.f interest to 
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see what predictions can be ma.de as to the probable lateral and 
ve.rtieal extent of the deposits. 
The v.eins l'rere. formerly considered to oecup-ff tension 
01·acks of limited vertical range (200'-300'), formed by cooling near 
the roof of the intrusive. Reconstruction of the form of the int:1"U ... 
sive,,, uS,:i.ng the i"low structures,, platy and linear.t and the trend of 
the schists~ indicates that veins of Surf Point Mine lie a dis-canee 
of the order of 1000 feet. below the root' of the stock~ Hence a :much 
greater vertical range £or the ol"e zone is suggested for the deposits,. 
The lateral extent of the zone is: limited by the arch of 
flow layers.. At o.epth the deposits should continue to occur along the 
axis of the arch, i.e in a zone striking N20E and dipping 80SE~ Within 
this zone the maximum concentration of ore occurs a.t present levels 
betv1een H and B veins.. ·~Jhether thi$ r.esul ts from the change in the 
character of the intrus,i ve and vein structure, or from an increase in 
the s·'crength of ore-bear'lng .structures on approaching the shear south 
of B vein, is not known~ In either case t he maximum concentration with-
in the ore zone should rake steeply to the northeast. 
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION'S 
The quartz-diorite stock i n which the. ore deposits occur 
was f orcihly injected into older achists. The planes of easy parting 
in the schists, schistosity and tension joints, controlled the out-
lines of the intru~~:ve.. !n the stock an 'arch of flow le~y&rs formed 
early. The Gucceeding linear structures had a constant trend~ 
Prj;mary joints ha d fixed orientations: but their persistency, frequency 
and loco~tion were rontrolled by the arch of flmv layers.. The intrusive 
expanded partly by movement along MSOE shears and partly by movements 
involving the joints already d.e~loped a.long the axis: of flow layers4 
Tha sequence - flo-vr layers,, flow lines, primary joints,, 
ore-bearing structures - is directly .related to the m<aehanics of the 
intrusion9 The ore-bea:ring solutions probably came in shortly ai'te·r 
the development of these $tructures, and originated as an end product 
of the consolidation of the magma at depth.,., 
Mapping the inta·rnal structures of intrusives in which lode 
deposits occur may yield guide& t-0 proape¢ting and development.. The 
application of Cloos t methods may give valuable info:.rmation on such 
practical considerations as the .form of the intrusive, the order of 
depth of' known deposits belovt the o.ontact, a t1 estimation of the vertical 
range of the deposits, the strike .. dip and rake of the ore-bearing zone., 
and may ind.ica:be favorable and uni'a:vorable areas :for prospecting o.r 
exploration. 
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INTRUSIVE 
Figure 3 
Relationship of flow and 
joint patterns. 
FLOW LINES 
Figure 2 
Divergence of 
flow structures. 
Figure 4 
40 
Progressive eastward rotation 
of succeeding primary 
structures. 
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Early Stage Final Out line 
Figure 5. 
Figure 6. 
Vertical E-W cross sections illustrating 
possible modes of origin of the arch of flow layers. 
Figure 7. 
Figure 5. Early intrusion along shear and l a.ter mushrooming. 
Figure 6. Early intrusion paralleling schi stosity and later 
offset of cover . 
Figure 7. Late upsurge along shear. 
P.S. = Present Surface 
Figure 8 
Effect of shear in northwest 
portion of stock. 
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Figure 10 
Figure 9 
Reconstruction of arch 
of flow layers. 
Effect of jointing on ore-bearing structures. 
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ABSTRACT 
The general strike of the metasediments in 
the area is N .15°uv .. with dips at medium angles to ·the 
northeast. The limestone deposits at Crestmore and 
Jensen quarries are; however, on minor folds whose axial 
planes strike N.70°E. 
Structural features which pitch easterly 
at -50° are (1) the general dip of the sediments (2) 
the axial line of the folds in limestone {3) the flow 
lines and dip of flow layers in t he Perris quartz dio-
ri te (4) the dip of flow layers in the other intrusives 
( 5) the axis of the girdle maxima for calcite optic 
axes. 
axis. 
This direction is thought to be the ~ tectonic 
Strong optio axes maxima normal to the ton-
ali te contact indicate the intrusive was forcibly in-
jected ar1d that the magma exerted :pressure normal to the 
contact on the limestone. An unusual feature in the 
quar·tz diori te is t wo sets of flow layers having in com-
mon the flow lines therein$ 
... 2 -
INTRODUCTION 
General Statement 
The quarries at Orestmore, Hiverside County, 
California are a famous mineral loca lity. over 100 miner-
als have been described from the contact metamorphic assem-
blage at Cres·tmore in some thirty articles in the li tera-
ture. The district also has many interesting problems in 
petrology and structu:t>al geology. The intrusives show 
primary flow structures and t he limestones are suitable for 
peorofabrio studies. 
Previous Work in the Area 
'r h e mineralogy of the locality has been ade-
quately described in the literature. Numerous papers by 
A. s. Eakle, w. F . ]'oshag, A. ·F. Rogers, E . s. Larsen and 
o.thers describe indivi dual minerals. J ~ VI . Da.ly ( 1931 &. 
1935) presented the first comprehensive report on the geol-
ogy of the deposits and the mode of ooc'Urrence of the con ... 
tact minerals. A more recent paper by Woodford, Crippen 
and Garner (1940) in addition to presenting much new m.ater-
ial, summarizes the earlier literature, contains a reV'ised 
.. 3 ... 
list of more than 100 Crestmore minerals a11d lii:;ts a bibli-
og1·aphy of 28 articles dealing with the loeali ty. 
1rhe general geology and physiography of the 
Perris block is described by Dudley (1935 & 1936).. Osborn 
(1939) made a detailed study of the structural petrology 
and composi ·tion of the Val Verde tonali te outcropping some 
12 miles to the south. 
Purpos e and Extent of Present Study 
The present paper is principally concerned vti th 
the internal structures in the intrusives and adjacent lime-
stone~ No detailed study of the complex mineralogy at 
Crestmore was made. It was hoped that additional informa-
tion on the origin and mode of occurrence of the minerals 
could be ob·tained by use of structural petrology. Also that 
a correlation of the primary flovv structures in the igneous 
rocks and the petrofabric pa ttern in the limestone might aid 
to clarify the mechanics of intrusion • 
.D etailed maps were made of the Crestmore and 
Jensen quarries on a scale 1n-50•. Flow structures in the 
intrusives of the eastern part of the Jurupa. Mountains were 
p lo tted on scale l " =; 1/4 mio 'l'his are.a of about ll. square 
miles had been mapped by Daly (1931). 
Oriented specimens of intrusive and limestone 
were taken from the 660 level of the mine at Crestmore. As 
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the limestone is too coarse grained for ·the usual petrofab-
ric analysis using the universal stage, a method wa s devis-
ed whereby the optic axes of the crystals could be measured 
under . the binocular microscope . rrhe results of fifteen 
analyses from Crestmore and three from JensBn quarries have 
been plotted. 
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GENERAL GEOLOGY 
General Statement 
Crestmore lies at the eastern end of the Jurupa 
~.!lountains, an east-west range paralleling the front of the 
San Gabriel Mountains. 1rhe district is part of a conspic-
uous topographic unit named by English (1926) the Perris 
Fault Block (Fig. 1). The block is about 20 miles wide 
and is bounded on the southwest by the Elsinore t r ough and 
on the nor theas t by the San Jacinto fault. It appears to 
have been down-faulted with respect to the higher San Gab-
riel and San Bernardino Mountains~ The flood plain of 
the Santa Ana River and a.ssooiated dune sands cover rn.uch 
of the area in the vicinity of Orestmore. The Juru:pa 
Mountains represent higher portions of the block that rise 
above this plain. 
The oldest rooks in the di strict are a series of 
metamorphosed sediments. These are intruded by five dis-
tinct plutonio rocks apparently related to the same general 
peri od of igneous activity. 
Metamorphic Rocks 
Daly (1935) proposed the name, Jurupa Series , 
f'or the m.eta.raorphosed sediments of the map area. The 
- 6 -
lower portion of the series consists of quartzites, quartz 
biotite schists and gneisses having a total thickness of 
over 3?00 feet exposed. The base is out off by intrusives. 
This portion of the series Daly called the Undifferentiated 
Complex. 
Lying conformably on the complex are the lime-
stones which are quarried and mined for cement manufacture . 
At Crestmore the commercial limestones occur at two hori-
zons separated by 75-100 feet of quartzite and schist. 
The lower horizon is known as the Chino lime-
stone. rl'his member is a whit e, bedded, coarsely granular 
marble. Graphitic beds believed to be derived from the 
meta~orphism of carbonaceous beds are common near the base. 
Bands of yellowish ealcite~brucite rock, predazzite, alter-
nate with the v1hi te orystalline lim.estone. The Chino 
limestone lens is over 1500 feet long. dips at about 45° 
to t he east and extends downdip at least 1:200 feet. The 
maximum thickness found to date is about 300 feet. Most of 
the original outcrop and the Chino quarry floor as mapped 
by Daly (1931) have now been removed by mining. A glory 
hole some 200 feet deep marks the area now being removed by 
a block caving system (Wightman, 1944). The Chino lime-
stone body is both underlain and overlain by quartz diorite. 
~uartzites and schists some 75-100 feet thick 
- 7 .. 
lie between the two limestone horizons. These are similar 
to the underlying Undifferentiated Complex. 
The upper limestone horizon is known a..s the Sky 
Blue limestone. It W?S quarried in the Lone Star,, ~~ et 
Weather and Commercial quarries. The Sky Blue limestone 
differs from the Chino only in development of blue calcite 
and intense contact metamorphism near the intrusives. From . 
this marble and the contact rook derived therefrom have 
come most of the ra:v'e minerals of "the Crestmore assemblage .. 
The blue color of t he calcite is believed due to minute in-
clusions of graphite, carbonaceous matter or water. On 
heating the sample · sputters and becomes ·white. The Sky 
Blue limestone has as first described by Woodford s.n arcu-
ate outline. It forrns an almo8t complete oircle around 
the hill with the central portion occupied by intrusives 
and contact rock. 
The age of the Jurupa series is not known defin-
itely. The lower portion has been tentatively correlated 
with the Arrastre quartzite qf Lower Cambrian Age (Daly, 
1935), while the upper limestone portion is probebly the 
equivalent of the Furnaoe limestone of Upper Paleozoic 
{Mississippian?) age. (Woodford, 1941 p. 353), Elsewhere 
on t he Perris block metasedim.ents similar to Daly 's Undif-
ferentiated Complex have been called the Elsinore Metamor-
phic Series (Dudley, 1935), and correlated on the basis of 
lithology with the Triassic metamorphic series in the Santa 
ft...na Mountains., 
Igneous Ro cks 
General Statement .. - A serie s of five 01 .. more re--
lated but distinct plutonic rock types are found in the 
area. The sequence of intrusions {Daly, 1935 P• 647) has 
followed the order - hype:rstherie diorite, granodiorite, 
quartz monzonite porphyry, granite porphyry and pegmatite 
dikes. The order and •patial relationships of the series 
suggest differemtiation from the same parent magma and that 
tha intrusives followed closely in point of time (Daly,1935 
P• 647). Their age is kl1own. to be post Triassic and pre-
"Eoaene (Dudley, 1935). They are probably of the same age 
as the Sierra Nevada intrus;L ves i.e. Upper Ju1·assic. 
HyBersthene Diorite. - The oldest rock of the 
series, a hype:rsthane diori te 11 ou·torops on the hills south-
west Of Crestmore. N.ormally the rock oonta ins zoned basic 
andesine, but near the border becomes porphyritic in ·tex--
ture with. labradori te phenoorys·ts and andesine groundmass. 
' The fa:mic minerals are hypersthene, hornblende and b1otite. 
t1,uart:z. is present but is much less abundant than in the 
quartz diorite, the second intrusive in the series. The 
rock shows in places a platy structure due to the alignment 
of femags and occasional inclusions. 
- 9 -
rook ot the area is quartz diorite" on the basis of :map-
ping by Dudley (1935) quartz diorite {tonalite) is be ... 
lieved to underlie an a:t•ea of' at least 150 squa.:re miles on 
the Perris block. This :rook is the sarne as the granodio-
ri te Of Daly (1935) and the Val 'Verde tonalite of Ransome 
and Osborn (1939). It is a light grey m.adiuni g;rained in-
trusive. Most of the femic minerals are green pleocnroio 
hornblende a,nd bioti te. Oligocla.se-a:ndesine with m.111or 
orthoclase are the feldspars present .. 
The tonalite clearly :intrudes the bypersthene d;t.o ... 
rite. Along their common border, dikelets of quartz diorite 
are seen penetrating the old.el .. rock.. Blocks of the diori te 
a.re numerous in ·the tonalite. 1The tonalite-sohist contact 
:relationships are not so clean out. 'l:he quartz <U..ori te in .... 
trudes the schist but some oofftaats a.re gradational and ir-
· :regular, suggesting that assimilation may have been import-
ant during emplacement of the rock. Osborn (1939) found 
that in the Val V'erde district "The tone.lite grades into the 
schist through first a tonalitie gneiss containing bands 
high in quartz and biotite, and second a gneiss resembling 
the quartz biotite schist but containing bands high in teld· 
spar. In the transitional zone the foliation of the tona-
lite is parallel to the b•dding planes of the schist. " 
Basic inclusions are common. in the Perris quartz 
... 10 -
diorite. The inclus ions are xenoliths derived from the hy-
persthene diorite and the quartz biotite schist of the 
Jurupa Series. Osborn (1939) studied inclusions in the 
Val Verde tonalite petrographically and reached the same 
conclusion. 
The quartz diori ·te has a gneissic structure due 
to the platy alignment of biotite, feldspars and inclusions .. 
There is also a linear parallelism of elongated inclusions 
and hornblende. These flow structures are described in de-
tail in a later section. 
Quartz Monzonite Porph;y:t:Y• .. Occurring as dikes 
and pipe like masses a quartz :monzonite porphyry cuts lime-
stone and earlier intrusives. It i s probably the equivalent 
of the Cajalco quartz monzonite described by Dudley (1935) 
and the granite of the Val Verde district (Osborn, 193g). 
It is a light brownish-grey massive rock with abundant · 
quartz, nearly equal quantities of orthoclase and oligo-
clase, and scattered grains and aggregates of pale green 
pyroxene. Quartz occurs in micropegmatitic intergrowth 
with orthoolase. 
Granite Po~BhY,.~~· • In the western part of the 
Jurupa Mountains granite porphyry is quarried as a building 
stone. 1'he occurrence is outside the map area but is of in ... 
·terest in the igneous sequence. It is chiefly miorocline 
- 11-
and quartz with oligoolase, orthoolase and biotite.. rt in-
trudes the Perris quartz diorite and is in turn cut by peg-
matites. 
? egmatite. - An abundance of pegm.atite dikes oc-
cur in the hills adjacent to the quarries. They rang·e in 
width from a few inches to es much as 25 feet . Some can be 
traced for a mile or more. Many show banding parallel the 
walls (Daly , 1935). The outer bands are of thin layers 
(l/2 "-1") composed of graphi c intergrowths of quartz and 
albite .. · The inner zone having a width of about one-tenth 
of the total thickness of the dike is composed of extreme-
ly eoarse feldspar (albite and microcline) and quartz with 
the occasional development of black tourmaline and biotite. 
In the Crestmore quarries the pegmatites are 
more lensy in outline and variable in compos ition than is 
the oase in the ad jacent hills. 
Contact Book 
The minerals for which Crestmore is famous occur 
in contact rock formed by the '"pneumatoly-tic alteration 
(contact metamorphism) of the Slcy Blue limestone. Both 
Daly (1935) and Woodford (1941) concluded that the contact 
rock is r el ated to the intrusion of the quartz monzonite 
porphyry. These authors have described the mineral assem-
- 12 .. 
blage in d etail~ 
'I1he porphyry is separated from the Sky Blue lime~ 
stone by 5-100 feet of cont;aot rock.. The most widespread 
type, tha:t occurring next to the porphyry, is com.posed pri .... 
marily of g1"'ossularite garnet with or without grass green 
diopside. This garnet rook is a massive aggregate. On 
the limestone side of the garnet zone there is in places 
rapid gradation to rock composed mainly of pale green or 
brown idoorase. Outside the garnet and idoc:rase zones the 
rare minerals merwinite gehlenite and spurr:L te developed 
in the outer portion of the contact zone. A late pneuma ... 
tolytio or early hydrothermal ste.ge acting on the limestones 
and earlier contact rocks deposited various hydrous minerals 
e.g. epidote, clinzoisite, wilkeite, chondrodite. On fur· 
ther cooling zeolitic minerals such as orestmoresite, river-
sideite and f'oshagite formed probably as alterations of 
wilkeite.. The sulfides, galena, spha.lerite, chalcopyrite 
and pyrite occur sparingly in the contact rock and adjacent 
limestone., 
The peripheries of the larger quartz monzonite 
intrusives show endomorphic effec·ts such as ( l) increase 
in amount and basicity of t he plagioclase : (2) increase 
in percentage or femic x1 inerals and change therein to diop-
side', diallage, augite and grossulari te ·garnet: ( !3) often 
QOmplete disappearance of the quartzo 
- 13 -
The earlier quartz diorite intrusion effected 
recrystallization of the limestone and developed small 
contact metamorphic zones containing spinel grossularite 
and wollastonite~ The later pegmatites also show limited 
contact zones containing such bo·ro-silicates as tourmaline 
and a.xinite. 
... 14 .. 
STRUCTUHAL GEOLOGY 
Structure in the Metamorphic Ro cks 
General Statement. - Most of the metamorphic 
rocks of the area trend west of north but the limestone 
bodies at Crestmore and Jensen quarries appear to be close 
folded along N.70°E. axes. 
Q,ua.rtz Bioti te Schis·ts and Q,uartzi tes •. - The 
quartz biotite schists and quartzites of the lower portion 
of the Jurupa Series have in the area a relatively uniform 
trend. They strike north to northwest and dip at medium 
angles to the northeaste Schistosity parallels the orig-
inal bedding in the metasediments. Planes of easy part-
ing in these rocks are the schistosity and steeply dipping 
"crossn joints normal thereto, ioe. striking about N .. 70°E. 
In contrast to apparent uniformity of struc-
tures in the Undifferentiated Complex are the rapid varia-
tions in trend found in the limestone bodies at Crestmora 
and Jensen quarries. 
Limestone at Crestmore l:~uarries ... 1J:lhe out ... 
crop of the Chino limestone trends northerly and dips 45° 
east. This is nearly parallel to the schists on the 
- 15 -
hill. west of Grestmore~ Within the Chino body in the cen-
tral portion on the 660 level (Plate 3) the strike is 
N .30°E. At the south end both on the 660 level and on 
surface it is N .40° \Tl •. This suggests the development with-
in this limestone of the same arcuate structure apparent 
in the overlying Chino quartzite and Sky Blue limestone. 
Before the start of block caving operations 
the outcrop of the Sky Blue limestone outcrop continued 
south in an arc from the west end of the Lone Star quarry 
to the south end of the Commercial quarry. It probably 
connected with the limestone there thus closing the arc. 
The limestone in the Lone Star and Commercial quarries 
strikes northeast and dips southeast. That on southwest 
side of the arc strikes northwest and dips northeast .. 
This suggests that the Sky Blue limestone is folded into a 
plunging syncline whose axial plane strikes northeast end 
dips southeast and whose axial line pitches east at about 
-50°. 
The trough of the syncline (?) has been in-
truded by quartz diorite and quartz monzonite porphyry .. 
Near the quartz monzoni te much of the limes·tone has been 
altered to contact rock as described above. 
Limestone. at Jensen g,uar;ry_....:. - The li:mestone 
and schist area at the Jensen 'iuarry (Plate 4) is nearly 
- 16-
surrounded by quartz diorite. Nearly 50% Of the metasedi-
ments exposed consist of a mixture of impure limestone, 
quartz biotite schist, quartzite, and contact rook. 
of the schist may be similar to 0$born's "tonalitic 
gneiss, tt 
Part 
The general trend of the formations i s easter-
ly with the average dip steeply to the south. At the 
southeastern corner of the limestone area the trend swings 
in an arc suggesting a tight fold plunging easterly as at 
Crestmore. 
Structure in the Igneous Hocks 
General Statement. - The plutonic rocks of the 
area show two main trends (Plate 1). The first, north to 
northwesterly, nearly parallels the schistosity of the in-
truded metasediments. The seoond , about N.65°E. parallels 
the cross joints in the Complex, and the tight folds at 
Crestmore and Jensen quarries. 
HJrnersthene Diori te !.. - Southwest of Crestmore 
outcrops of hypersthene dioriie extend for two miles in a 
zone trending S.65° W. The greatest width exposed is 
about 1/2 mile. 
Q,uartz Diori te. - The l arger masses of quartz 
diorite appear to trend north to northwest parallel to the 
- l? -
Undifferentiated Complex. Apophyses and dikes of the ton-
alite strike about N.65°E. paralleling cross joints in the 
schists. 
r,,tuartz Monzonite Porphyr;y. - Dikes, small 
. . 
plugs, _and irregular bodies of quartz monzoni te porphyry, 
ocour in the same S.65°W. trending zone as the hypersthene 
diorite. At Crestmore the porphyry bodies east of the 
Commercial quarry are arcuate masses in the enclo s ing con-
tact rock .. They appear to plunge northeast parallel to 
the axis of the syncline {?),, 1ro the southwest on the 
strike of the zone there was formerly exposed in ·the Chino 
limestone a small plug and an arcua te dike of the porphyry 
(Daly, 1935). 
Pegmatite Dikes. - Most of the pegm.atite dikes 
of the area trend about I~ .20°w. parallel to the trend of 
the quartz diorite. On the hill wes·ii of Crestmore the 
principal dikes dip westerly at 50° to 80°. 
- 18 -
STRUCTURAL PETROLOGY 
General Statement 
Flow structures in the various igneous rocks 
of the area were mapped employing the technique developed 
by Hans Cloos and his co-workers. It was planned to add to 
the structural picture by a petrofabric study of the lime-
stone using the universal stage. As m.ost of the limestone 
is too coarsely crystalline to be suited to this technique~ 
a method was devised whereby the poles of optic axes of the 
calcite crystals could be plotted accurately on the usual 
petrofabric diagram. 
Because the orientation of the intrusives may 
have cause.d preferred orientations for the oalci te in the 
limestone, the structures in the intrusives will be described 
first. 
] 'low St rue tures in the Intrusives 
~•:.... 
General Statement. - rrhe flow layers and flow 
lines in the various intrusives show a distinct parallelism 
with the structures in the J'urupa Series (Plate l). As de-
scribed above the outlines and trend of the intrusives are 
in general concordant with these features. Adjacent to 
- 19 -
areas of Undifferentiated Complex flow layers nearly parallel 
either the sohistosity or the cross joint direction in the 
Complexo At Crestmore and Jensen quarries ~he internal in-
trusi Ve structures are arcuate paralleling the folding in 
t he limestone ·. Flow lines have a general p i toh easterly a .. G 
medium angleso 
Hypersthene Diorite. - A platy alignment of 
inclusions and fem.ic minerals was mapp ed in the diorite. In 
the central portion of the large outcrop southwest of Orest-
more the flow layers trend northerly and dip easterly at 25°., 
ioe., parallel to the general trend of the area and the east-
ern contact of the diori te. Along the southern margin of the 
body the layers strike N.65°E. paralleling the contact. 
Quartz Dio~ite. - Throughout most of the area 
mapped (Plate 1) flow layers and flow ~ines are visible in 
the Perris quartz diorite. The intrusive contains numerous 
inclusions apparently deriveti from the Undifferentiated Com-
plex and the hypersthene diorite. These inclusions are 
tabular, discoidal, ellipsoidal, or spindle shaped. Platy 
structure i s shown by the alignment of inclusions and bio-
ti te; lineation, by the parallelism of elongated inclusions 
and hornblende crystals. 
An unusual fee:ture of the flow structures 
{Figure 2.) is the development of 2 sets of flow layers 
Figure a. Diagram. of flow strua,tures in the 
Perris quartz diorite showing alignment of 
inclus.ions and hornb.le.nd.e. Flow layers 
show two preferred planes, N .10°W. dip 
40°NE., and, N .80°E. vertical. 
- 20 -
with the flow lines paralleling their intersec~ion9 One 
set of layers has an average strike of N.10°w. and dips at 
about 40° easterly~ The other set trends about N.80°'.E. 
and dips nearly vertical.. 1rhe first se·t shows platy align-
ment of inQi usions and some bioti te; the second, only 
alignment of inclusions .. The linaation of hornblende ory .. 
stals and inclusions is eo:mrnon to both sets of layers. 
This might be more clearly e:A'}Jlained as fol-
lows - Let X, Y and Z be the greatest, mean and least geo-
metric axes, respectively, of inclusions in the quartz 
diorite .. In the small outcrop under consideration there 
are for example about 30 inclusions exposed. Nearly half 
of them show one orientation Type l and most of the balance 
show another preferred orientation Type 2. Their axes are 
oriented (direction and angle of pitoh ) as follows -
Tzpe l Tlpe 2 
x N.80°E. -40° N.so0 E. -40'11 
y N .l0°Vi. oo s.eo0 w. -50° 
z s.soQw. -50° N.lO'>W. oo 
The X Y planes of the inclusions are the planes 
of flow layers. The layers then have two orientations, 
Type l. {1'I.10°W., dip 40°.NE.), and Type 2. (N.80°E.,vertical). 
The flow line di rection :X: (1ST.i80°E. -40° } is common to both 
orientations of flow layers. 
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Along the eastern side of ·the hill between Hau-
ser a.nd Crestmore quarries., the flow laye:rs and lines have 
a fairly uniform trend as described above... On the western 
slope southeast of Hauser quarry a reYersal of dip of :Clow 
lines and la';Vers suggests a local arch structure.. However, 
this may result from the effect of rthe mass of hypersthene 
diorite .. 
North of Jensen quarry near the margin of the 
schists the lineation pitches easterly at small angles. 
Surrounding the Jensen quarry is an arc of steeply dipping 
flow layers~ There is only a suggestion or a second pre-
ferred orientation of the inclusions on this arc.. Flow 
lines where noted pitched at 70° or over. To the west of 
this arc inclusions are few and the flow structure faint ... 
At Crestmore (Plates 2 & 3) the flow layers in 
general parallel ihe contact with the older rock. Linea-
tion is not so highly developed as to ·the west, but where 
determined it pitched easterly at low to medium angles. 
The flow layers in the quartz diorite adjoining Sky Blue 
limestone curve to parallel the limestone a.re., On the 660 
leve l (Plate 3) the flow layers in the tonali te dip parallel 
the limestone .. On going west from the hanging wall of tha 
Chino limestone the lineation flattens from. 45° to 0° sug-
gesting a fla'f.;tening of the structure as the synclinal (?) 
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axis is approached. 
The pegm.atites dikes of the area (Plate 1) trend 
almost normal to the lineation in the quartz diorite. Between 
Crestmore and Hauser quarries the dip of the dikes where it 
could be measured increases from 50°'W. to 70°W ., suggesting 
'that the dikes occupy a fan of cross joints related to the 
quartz diorite intrusion. However, the dikes cut the quartz 
monzonite porphyry without change of trend. 
Quartz M.onzonite porphyry;. - In the outcrops of 
quartz monzonite porphyry southeast of Hauser quarry the flow 
layers st1·ike northeast. Jit Crestmore (Plate 2 Q) the layers 
in the arcuate masses of porphyry dip northeast. Lineation 
is not conspicuous; it appears to pitch easterly. 
Interpretation. ~ The general easterly trend of 
the lineation indicates that the direction of movement of the 
magmas was upward from the east at medium angles (Balk 1937 
P• 7). Evidently there was a zone of folding or weakness 
striking N.65°Eo through Crestmor·e. The trend of the hypers-
thene diorite and quartz monzonite porphyry along the exten-
sion of this zone suggests thab· this feature antedates the 
period of intrusion. 
The presence of t wo preferred orientations for 
the platy alignment of inclusions in the tonalite may be dif-
ficult to explain. These orientations parallel the two 
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principal contact planes for the intrusives~ These planes 
are also planes of easy parting in the schists. The appar-
ent anomaly might be explained by the hydromechanics of 
flow in magmas. An alternate explanation would be that the 
quartz diori te developed uin Si turi by the palingenesis Or 
assimilation of schist and hypers·thene diori te, and, that 
the two preferred orientations for inclusions result from 
partial assimilation of blocks bounded by faces of the pre-
ferred orientations. 
The axial line of the fold at Crestmore quar-
ries and possibly that at the Jensen quarry parallels the 
lineation in the tone.lite. Osborn (1939» p.929) found 
folds of similar orientation in the Val Verde district. 
Here in the schist, near the contact with the tonalite, the 
beds are commonly folded about an axis which parallels the 
dip of the schist. At Val Verde, too, lineation in the 
tonalite pitches easterly paralleling the dip of the schists. 
At Crestmore sharp folds plunging e.asterly ocour on both 
hanging and footwall of the Chino limestone. This sugges·t;s 
that folding at Crest:more and Jensen quarries may be related 
to the n1echanics of intrusion.. There is also the possibility 
that the Jensen and Crestmore areas became engulfed in the 
tonalite magma and were oriented in the direction of line-
ation in the same manner as smaller inclusions. 
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Calcite Orientation in the Limestone 
General Statement. - Thirty oriented hand spec-
imens were taken from the Chino limestone on the 660 level at 
Crestmore and from the Jensen quarry. The orientation of the 
opti c axes (c axes) of the calcite crystals were measured un-
der the binocular microscope or reading glass. To do this a 
needle pointing in the c axis direction was attached to a 
calcite cleavage rhomb. This was used as a model and fitted 
on the calcite crystal in the hand specimen, with cleavages 
of model and crystal parallel. The orientation of the needle 
was measured giving the position of the optic axis of the 
crystal. The orientations were plotted on the usual lower 
hemisphere projection of the standard Schmidt equal area net. 
Only· 14 of the oriented specimens were suited for study by 
this method. Contour density diagrams of these specimens 
are shown in Plates 5 and 6. 
It was not possible to measure as many grains as 
in the usual petrofabric diagraril. using the universal stage. 
,._ .. 
However, the crystals are large and are representative of 
the hand specimen.. Some as large as 1/2" x 1 ! f x 2 1t were 
present in a few specimens. Twinning is common. Crystals 
with 2 direc tions of twinning are common. In a few all 
three sets seemed present. 
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Crestm.ore ~\uarries. - Conventional density 
di agrams for a suite of specimens taken from the Chino 
limestone on the 660 level of the mine are shown on Plates 
5 and 6 •. The location of the specimens are shown on Plate 
3.. The positions of the maxima and their variations 
across and along the limestone body are shown diagrammatic-
ally on Plate 3. 
The diagrams show maxima· lying in a complete 
or partial girdle. The girdle is oorillllon to all diagrams 
from Crestmore. It is not a simple great circle girdle 
as some maxima appear to be on two small circle girdles 
lying on either side of a common great circle girdle. This· 
relation fur calcite optic axes maxima is to be expected 
I 
when the pole of the calcite twins lie on a great circle. 
This is discussed below. . The pole or axis of this girdle 
would pitch about S.75°E . at -54°. 
Specimens near the margin and contact with the 
quartz diorite show strong maxima nearly normal to the con-
tact (see diagrams for specimens 38, 39, 43, 60 and 58)o A 
compos ite diagram (Plate 6)fo~ specimens 39, oO, 58, 66 
located near the footwall shows strong maxima normal to the 
contact in a partially developed girdle. 
A suite of 6 specimens (38, 39, . 41, 42, 45, 43) 
taken across the limestone bo dy show the sarne girdle. 
Strong E-45° maxima, normal to t he contact, occur in those 
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s1rncimens near the contact and strong N .s. maxima show for 
the specimens (41, ·42, 45) in the central portion of the 
body.. l-'i. composite diagram of this suite is shown on .Plate 
6. The similarity of orientation of maxima and girdle in 
the central ·part of the body can be seen by comparison of 
diagrams for specimens 41 and 61. 
Jensen. Quarru - The only specimens (62 , 64, 
65) taken a·t Jensen quarry and suitable for analysis by 
this method were close to quartz diorite contacts. Den-
sity diagrams and a composite for these specimens appear on 
Plate 6; their location and maxima diagrams, on Plate 4o 
The specimens show strong maxima of the optic (c) axes 
nearly normal to the contact, and partial girdles as at 
Crestmore. The compos ite shows a girdle striking north 
and dipping 50°W. The pole to the girdle pitches easterly 
at -40°. 
Interpretation of orientation in calcite teo-
tonites. - Some of most significant work in Structural pet-
rology has been done in the study of calcite tectonites. 
Felkel (1929) and Sander ll93Q} determined the mechanism of 
grain deformati on in such :rocks. Their results are given 
by Knopf and Ingerson (1938 p.163). Fairbairn discusses 
the work clearly in his "Structural Petrology of Deformed 
Hocks u, 1942. The .plates used in the following outline are 
from this book. 
11'ab:rie di gr tirw of ealc.::. tc orientation 
Cv 
I 
I 
I 
Figure 20. 
Figure 20. Calcite clea va~e rhomb showing orientation of one 
of the three sets of (0112) twins. Top part oi the rhomb 
parallel to a twin is removed in order to show the slip direction 
and direction-sense (arrow at G). cv = \"ertical crystal axis. 
After Fairbairn and Hawkes (39). 
Figure 21. 206 poles to (Otl2) calcite twins from marble, Hoch-
feiler, North Tyrol. Contours 8-7-6-5-3-1'.<. Modified from 
Sander (105). 
Figure 22. 186 axes of the twinned g~_ins in Figure 21. Con-
tours 7-6-4-2-1 ~:: . Modified from Sander (105). 
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STRUCTURAL PETROLOGY OF DEFORMED ROCKS 
Figure 23. 201 "short diagonals" of the calcite twins of Figure 
21. Contours 6-3-2-l '.< . Modified from Sander (105). 
Figure 25. 416 axes of the twinned grains in Figure 24. Con-
tours 4-2-1 %. Modified from Sander (105). 
b a+ 
Figure 24. 330 poles to (Oll2) calcite twins from calcareous 
phyllite-gneiss, near Mauls, South Tyrol. Contours 5-4-3-2-1 '/v . 
Modified from Sander (105) . 
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Figure 26. Collective diagram of the chief maxima of calcite 
axes from 7 selected tectonites. Modified from Sander (105). 
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Figure 45. 246 calcite axes from marble, Brenner, Tyrol. Se-
lection of large visibly deformed grains. Maximum contour 
8'/c . Modified from Sander (105). 
Figure 49. 263 calcite axes from lime phyllite, Brenner, Tyrol. 
The numbers refer to minima (areas in the main girdle of least 
concentration of axe,) . Contour> 6-2-1 ";., Modified from 
Sander ( 1 OS). 
Figure 46. 224 calcite axes from the same marble as in Figure 
45. Selection of <mall , "recrntallizcd" grains. Contours S-2-
1 ',{. Modified from Sander (lOS) . 
Figure SC. 1J 7 poles to (0 1T2) twi ns of ~akite from the phyllite 
of Figure 49. The numbers have the same positions as in Figure 
49 and are here rcbtcd to the twin maxima. Contours 7-S-4-
3-2-1 '.~·· Moditicd from Sander ( JCS). 
Plate 10 
Fabric tU.at:~was of eel.Cite ori.~nttftioE! 
EXPERIMENTAL DEFORMATION 
c 
i 
Figure 107. 200 poles to (Oll2) twin planes of calcite in marble, 
before deformation. No measurements in area marked A. Con-
tours 4-2'. ; . After Griggs (45). 
Figure 109. 209 calcite axes from Yule marble, before deforma-
tion. Contours 9-7-5-3-1 ~- . After Griggs (49). 
Figure 108. 200 poles to (Oll2) twin planes of calcite in marble, 
after deformation of 24 "; under confining pressure of 10,000 
atmospheres, at room temperature . Maximum contour greater 
than 6';. C-C is the axis of compression, Tw represents the 
average twin plane positions. No measurements in uea marked 
A. After Griggs (45) . 
Figure 110. 163 calcite axes from Yule marble shortened 30'; 
parallel to P in Figure I 09, under I 0,000 atmospheres confining 
pressure. Temperature 150°C., dry. Contours 9-7-;-3-I '."; . 
After Griggs ( 49). 
53 
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Deformation twins are often found in calcite 
in tectonites. The composition plane of these twins is 
( Oll2) and a maximu.m of three sets may develop in each cry-
stal. The slip direction (glide lin$) and direct ion of 
movement on .the oomposi tion plane is :<f'or twin gliding _..,pa.r-
allel to the short diagonal of the oom.posi tion plane 
(Plate .?· Fi g.2) . This direction is the same as the line of 
, 
intersection of any 2 adjacent cleavage faces. For trans-
lation gliding the twin plane acts as the translation plane 
without direction sense. 
The· deformation twin composition plane (Oll2) 
commonly ' lies in the · !LE. Xte:etonic ·plane. The poles of 
these -twin planes in this case. show e. strong maximum at ..£ 
(Plate? Figo2l); the poles tµe optic associated axes 
show a maximum about 26° from e (Plate 7 Fig.22). The 
"Short Diagonals" of the same specimen lie in §.. {Plate 8 
Fig.23) the principal direc~ion of movemento Fig •. 24 
-
shows the maximum concen·tration of poles to ( Oll2) calcite 
x Sander '.s orig~nal terminology is used in this paper : E, 
is fold axis, frequently parallel with lineation; ,!! "is 
perpendicular to .2. in the movement plane. and s is perpen-
dicular to .~ (Sander,1930,p.119 : ~=principal.fabric 
:plane; .2.2. = symmetry plane; .£ = normal to .29., .11, ( B) : 
principal axis). 
twins at .Q. iqhile :F'ig. 25 shows the corresponding me.xima for 
the optic axese Figure 26 shows a Collective diagram of 
the axes maxima of seven calcite tectonites compiled by 
Sender.. They lie in a double syrametrical girdle zone about 
.!!£• '11he tectonic .B, axis is the 0 pole or the girdles. 
Sander found that ·the large deformed and twin-
ned grains of a marble studied show a strong maximum near 
.,£ while the small 11 recrys·tallizedti grains show less orien-
tation (Plate 9 li'ig .. 5; 45 &. 46). I.n the study of a lime 
phylli te showing a concentration of calcite axes in a small 
circle about~. the poles to the (Oll2) twins lay in a 
great circle normal to 2, (Plate 9 Figs.49 and 50). The 
maxima within the axes girdle lie 20~30° removed from the 
maxima within ·the twin pole girdle. According to F'airbairn 
(1942, p.28) this is ~rtatistical confirma tion of the angu-
lar relation of 26° between the optic axis and the (Oll2) 
poles of calcite. Griggs (1938) deformed marble under a 
confining pressure of 10, 000 atmosphere and attained a short-
. f 2· 4~ t t t ening o 1v a room empera ure. The orientation of the 
poles to the ( Oll2) twin pla.q.,~ s before and after deforme.tion 
are shown on (Plate 10 Figs.10? and 108).. At 10,000 atnos-
pheres and temperature 150° C t he shortening was 30%. The 
optic axes reoriented under the det'orm.ation to parallel 
the direc·tion of shortening {Plate 10 Fig .. 109 &. 110). 
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'I'i.vinning was intensively developed.. A similar experiment 
with carbonated water surrounding the marble specimen show-
ed 30% shortening under only 1900 atmospheres;. There was 
little development of twinning-• Deformation might have 
proceeded by recrystallization flow,. Bain ( 1940} found 
that "pressure reorients ca.lei te of many fine-grained ma:i:·-
bles with the basal plane perpendicular to the stress:• This 
causes a high, degree ot orientation to the vertical or .2. 
axis ... " 
In ~implest terms the commonest preferred 
orientation for the optic axes of calcite in deformed rocks 
seem to be -
L. At or near the tectonic£ axi~, ioe. with 
the optic axes of calcite in the direction of the compres~ 
sive stress .. 
2. As girdles normal to tectonic axis J:!• 
2 is the fold axis and in most cases the 
axis of rotation and the direction of lineation. 
Interpretation of calcite orientation at 
Q.restmore and Jensen quarries~:· · - All specimens taken from 
near the quartz diorite contact show strong optic axes max-
ima normal to ·the contac ·t. This is thought to result from 
pressure norma l to the contact e:xert;ed by the quart;z dior-
i te magma. 
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The girdle diagrams shown by specimens in the 
central portions of the Chino limestone are considered to 
result from rotation about the girdle axis. Considering the 
folds at Crestmore and Jensen quarries the girdle a:lris is 
the local ~ axis, but as discussed in the following section 
it appears to be the~ axis in the regional pattern. 
The girdle axis pitches easterly at -40Q to 
55° paralleling the axial line of the folds at Crestmore 
and Jensen quarries as determined by field mapping. This 
direction nearly parallels the dip of the schists and the 
lineation in the quartz diorite. 
The similarity of girdles at Jensen and Crest-
more and the fact that the maxima near the contacts fit into 
the girdle pattern suggests that the folding of the lime-
stone might have been caused by the intrusion of the magma. 
The data to hand is not sufficient to prove 
these conjectures. Similar patterns might have been develop-
ed in the mar ble in response to regional stresses long after 
the period of intrusion .. 
... 
'11ectonic A:ig:es for the .Area. - 1r11e general 
Nol5°W .. 40°N.E., plane of schistosity and bedding is probably 
the ~ or principal fabric plane of the area. If. the prom-
inent N.75°E. steeply dipping joints are cross joints they 
lie in the !&..£ plane. This wo uld make the ~ axis parallel 
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the dip of the schists and the 2 axis almost horizontal in 
the ab plane, i .. e., parallel the strike of the metasedi-
ments. These axes parallel those determined by Osborn 
for the Val Verde area. 
If, however, axial line of the fold at Crestmo1·e 
is taken as the .R a::i~is for the area then the pos i ttons· of ~ 
and .!?. are reversed. 
The evidence appears to be more in favor of the 
first given orientation , l parallel the strike of the 
schists and~ down dip. This fits in with the areal pat-
tern. If .:e_ were down dip, i.e., pitching easterly at 40° 
there should be some evidence of large scale folding on 
E o~W . axes in the areao The pattern is more suggestive of 
regional folding along N.-s . axes. 
If this is the case then the folds at Jensen 
and Crestmore quarries are examples of lineation and fola-
ing parallel to the l! tectonic a.xis. These features are 
discussed by Cloos (1946 p. 25.31). Fold axes parallel to 
a are described from the metamorphic terranes in Scandan-
avia. Elongation of pebbles ·~nd stretching in the~ dir-
ection are common. Folding in~ (in the principal direc-
tion of movement) is a well known feature of ice flowage. 
This suggests an analogy for the origin of the folding in 
the easily deformed limestones. 
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The assignment of tectonic axes to the 
quartz diorite is subject to question. Genetically the 
lineation in magma flow should, in most cases, be the~ 
tectonic axis, the direction of principa l movement. The 
normal to tbe contact would be the £ axis direction; ~ 
would then be horizontal parallel to the contact and flow 
layers. This would place the fabric axes parallel to 
those in the schist, 
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ECONOMIC CONSIDER.~TIONS 
The outlook for l arge bodies of limestone that 
could be cheaply mined or quarried is not hopeful at Jensen 
quarry .. The .projection of the limestone fold to the east 
vv-ould be the mos·t favorable place to explore but it is ev-
i dently deeply buried. 
At Orestmore the Chino limestone body has evi-
dently thickened in a E. W. direction parallel to the axial 
line of the fol d . This thickening is largely by flowege. 
On the 660 level the flattening of the flcrm,• lines in the 
.hanging wall quartz diorite may indicate the limestone is 
flattening rapidly as the axis of the fold is approached. 
Exploration to the east of the Commercial quarry might 
show up a similar thickening of ·the Chino limestone on the 
ea st limb of the fold• 
Similarly the Commercial quarry limestone may, 
if not cut off by quartz diori"i:;e, steepen down dip and re-
verse in dip to connect with the east limb of t he Sky Blue 
limestone~ 
The extensive development of contact :rock in the 
trough of the syncline is an interesting example of struct-
ural contro l that may have parallels in pneumatolytic met-
alliferous deposits. 
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SUMivL.4.HY AND CONCLUSIONS 
The general trend of the metamorphic rocks of 
the area is N.l5°W. and dip about 40°NE, The limestone 
areas at Crestmore and Jensen quarries appear to be in 
folds whose axial planes strike N.70°E. and whose axial 
lines pitch easterly at ~50°. The ·igneous rocks of the 
area show in their contacts and internal structures two 
main trends, one paralleling the N.15°W. 40°.NE, attitude 
of the meta sediments, and the other N,75°E. paralleling 
steep di pping cross joints in the sediments. Lineat.ion in 
the Perris quartz diorite, the most extensive intrusive of 
the area , is easterly parallel the dip of the schi sts,. 
The poles to the optic axes of calcite in the 
limestone show a girdle pattern. The axis of the girdle 
pi tches easterly at 50°. Strqng optic axes maxima occur 
near the tonalite contact or iented normal to the oontaat . 
1r his indicates that the intrusive exerted pressure normal 
to its wall, ioe., the quartz diorite was forcibly intrud-
ed i nto the area. 
The fold axis at C'l:'estmore lies in a Nio70°E. 
zone which was the locus of intrusions of hyperstheve 
diorite and quartz monzonite porphyry. Structurally the 
contact rook may be related to these rocks or· to the 
quartz diori te. The limestones at Cres·tmore may have been 
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folded along ·this zone before intrusion of the quartz dio-
ri te but parallelism of the lineation in the tonalite and 
the girdle axis suggests that the folding was caused by 
the intrusion. 
The fabric pattern at Crestmore is consider-
ed to be an example of folding and lineation parallel to 
the ~ tectonic axis. 
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THE GEOCHEMISTRY A.DID PAR.AGE.MES IS OF 
THE ORES OF THE CACTUS MI~IE. KERrJ COUNTY, CALIFORNIA 
INTRODUCT!OM 
This thesis embodies the results of a lab.oratory inves ... 
tigation of the ores and mill products: of the Caetms mine. The 
primary purpose v.ra.e a study of the association and distinction of 
the metallizing so\utions as shown by the occurrence of the gangue 
and ore minerals. 
This investigation has been correlated with geologice.1 
and structural stud:i,es of 'the Cactus mine which are presented by 
Mr. John T. Jordan (Nia.star's Thesis, California Institute of Tech-
nology,, 1941). 
Summary of Gaol~~ 
As the geology of the Cactus mine has been fully des-
cribed in Mr .. Jordan's thesis,, only a very b1~ief descriptio11 of' the 
ore deposits will be given here.. The reader is referred to 
Mr. Jord.a:o. 1 s thesis and accompanying :maps for any det.ails~ 
The Cactus mine is on th~ western slope 0£ Middle Buttes 
in the Mojave desert about 9 miles northvrest of the t~m of Rosamonde 
The mine, operated by the Cactus Mines Company, is comprised of three 
units., the Cactus or cactus Queen ni..ine, the Silver Prince mine, and 
the Cactus Hill pit. The deposits are epither.m.al gold-silver veins 
- 2. -
and replacement ores. 
In the Cactus mine the vein oc'cupies a faulted and . 
br$eci ated zone on -0r nea.r the contac:t between rhyolites of 
Tertiary age and older quart$ monzonite.. The vein strikes north ... 
easterly and dips a.t a moderate angle ·to the southeast. The con-
tact relations are :irtructurally complex but in general the main mass 
of monzonite l:tes. in. the footwall and the main mo.ss of rhyolite :i.n 
'The Silver Prince mine lies about 2400 feet NSOE from 
· ·the cactus.. The' Cactus Hill pit worki11gs are about 2200 feet N'lOE 
of' the Cactus :mine at a.n elevation 200 feet above the cactus mine. 
This deposit is for.med along a oomev1hat irregular .altered .zone ,. 
entirely within rhyolite. 
S.~ of Vein St·ructure a.nd Mineralization. 
The complex Cactus vein has been formed by several su:;:·ges 
of hydrothermal solutions separated by periods of re-breocia.tion of 
the vein.. The earliest solutions deposited barren ·bony vt.aite quartz. 
The succeeding ·t;ra.nsparent quartz carried comm.on sulphid-e, gold~ and 
ruby silver mineralization.. Accompanying this quartz are minor 
amounts of an alunite·diekite gfil.!lgue and mineralization of the follow.-
ing stage. The ·bhird main -surge of solutions vm.s rich in .sulphates. 
-The soft gang;ue consists or quartz, aluni-te and dickite. The accom-
pa:nying mineralization is gold, argentite, and minor cinnabar, 
realgar and orpiment. Meteoric waters have had little e:tfe-ct on the 
hypogene n:dneralization although native silver may have been deposited 
- 3 -
by supergene solutions. 
The deposit is very lightly minera.lized. The t-Otal of 
the metallic minerals comprise less than o.2:% of th-e ore. The 
average grain size of the sulphides is of t...ti.·e . order of 0.05 mm with 
a range of f'rom o.5 mm f 01~ a large grain dawn to blebs of a micron 
in diamete-r .. 
The Cactus Hill deposit has been formed by solutions of 
the third stage. The Silver Prince vein a.a exposed is intermediate 
in characteristics bettveen the. Ca.ctus vein and the Cactus Hill deposits .. 
Methods and '.I'eehni9,!!!·· 
over 200 ore samples were taken at. suitable intervals in 
representative areas throughout the mine woa-kings.. ~"rom these sam-
ples some 450 sawn surfaces were cut with a diamond saw and e:xrunined 
with a binocular microa,eope.. This procedure. was adopted with the 
particular purpose of studying the distribution of' the various types 
of mineralization and their association with different types of 
ga.ngue., The mineralogical details were deter.mined from over 70 speci,.. 
mens whi-ch were selected from the sai.m surfaces,, mounted; polished 
and studied mineragraphicallye 
Special composite mil,l samples covering a seven da.y 
period (January 23-29, 1959) were run over a Haulta.in superpa.nner. 
The various products were weighed and assayedo The miJ..l samples and 
the pa.uner concentrates were studied under the binocular microscope 
end grains which could not be visually determined were identified by 
microchemical tests. In addition several of' these products were 
mounted,, polished and examined. 
- 4 -
Location of Specimens. 
Maps accompanying Mr. Jordan's thesis show the location 
of the s~oimens studiedo They include suites taken in the f'ollanng 
areas: 
1.) CQ 105-145, down the shaft and adjacent 
stopes fram the tunnel level to the 700 
level, at 25 foot intervals. 
2.) CQ 145-146, from the 500 levels native 
silver ores. 
3.) CQ 132·-139, from the N6-50 stope betlveen 
the 500 and 600 levels. 
4.) OQ 140-144 and 147, from the N7-230 stope 
between the 600 and ?00 levels. 
5.) CQ 45-104~ from both along and across the 
three quartz bodies of l'ITOO level. 
6.) CQ. 148-150, from the 800 level. 
7.) CQ 192-224, from the Silver Prince 150 level. 
8.) CQ. 19-43, from Caetus Hill pit. 
9.) CQ. 151-181, alteration suite from 500 e.nd 
600 levelse 
The s.peeimen and polished section numbers (CQ 102) etc., 
appearing in the report, are given a&· references for the texture or 
mineralization being described end nw.y be suitable for photo-micro-
graphs or future correlation worko 
- 5 
Earlier :tnicroscopic studies of' selected specimens were 
carried out on the ore by Dr .. Horace J,, Fre.aer in 1936 and 19S7" 
Th~ prese:n:'c study hy the writer was uni.I.el" the superit:l.sion of 
Dr.. Fraser .. 
The vvriter wishes to express his ai11cars thanks to 
Dr. Fraser for his abl~ supervision of the p1~ojeet and :for hie; help-
ful and co-nst.ructbre criticism a,1:; all times.. Mr .. John T. Jordan 
worked top;e'bher vlith t.>ie writer in the eollectix1g of the samples .. 
His knowledge of' the geology of ·che deposit i.•tas espe-eially helpful 
in correlating the laboratory and field inve&tigations .. 
Partieular thanka are due to Mr. Harvey s,. Mudd and 
Jib'. Roy Yi .. MooreJI not only for permission to personally collect 
srunplea and study the ore oceurrence tmderground., but also for their 
continuing interest in the work and :many helpful suggestions.. The 
ho.spi"t;ality o:f the various Pline officials was greo.tly appreciated ... 
t1any of the ideas exp:i:-essed in thia thesis were reached 
independently by Dr .. Fraser~ Mr$ Jordan and the writer"' each us:i.ng 
different modes of attack on the probler11:~ Con·ele:tions not a.t 
first apparent to ~t;he i.vriter~ have been suggested by them and have 
been incorpora:bed. into this thesis. 
- 6 ... 
liUNERALOGY 
In the ensuing discussion, the minerals present in the 
ores, as determined .from polished sections and superpromer eoncan-
trates, have been divided into the following g1·oups: 
1. The common sulphides of the base meta.ls. 
'2. The silver bearing minerals . 
3. Gold. 
4. Mercury and arsenic minerals. 
5. The gangue minerals. 
60 '.i.'he .supergene oxides. 
1. Common Sulphides of the Base :Metals . 
The common sulphides include pyri·te, w.arcasite, arseno-
pyrite,, cha.lcopyrite, galena, sphalerite, chalcocite, covellite and 
bornite .. 
fyrite .. -- This is the most plentiful and vddespread of 
the metallic :minerals in the vein, but even so the total amount 
·present is cons·iderably less than o .. 15% of the total volume of the 
ore. Moreover, it is the only sulphide cha~acteristically present 
in al tared wall rock adjacent to the .veins. 
In altered wall roek pyrite occurs alone {excepting mil'lor 
arsenopyrite on 700 level Cactus and 150 level Silver Prince), but in 
the veins it is usually accompanied by other sulphides. It is found 
- 7 ·-
as isolated crystals or grains. disseminated in tra:nspare11t quart!!:, 
* in dJJ,rk g1~ey qua.rt;.z, and in alunite-dickite-que.rtz gangue. It 
ia rarely present in ·the barren white bony quartz. The grain size 
varies fiom minute blebs of 1-2 microns up to 0. 7 mm., with 'tihe 
average about o.os mm. Although originally most of the pyrittil' in 
the veins ms:y have had crysi;al outlines, these are now present in 
only abou-t 3()% of the grains. The crystals a.re corroded or replaced 
first by quartz in which they oceur, then by later co:mmon sulphides 
and silver nd.nerals, and finally by late so.ft gangue mineralth Even 
in the upper levels pyrite is rarely altered to limonite~ 
Marcasitee -- The contacts between pyrite. and marcasite 
suggest that the two minerals o;rystallized at ab.out the sa..me time~ 
The other eornmon sulphides and the silver miners.ls are somewhat le.ter 
although they are in the same transparent quartz a.n.d hence probably 
deposited from the sa'!U.e solutions. In some polished. sections at 
least 40% o.f the FeS2 is as :marcasite occurring in units of several 
crystals or with pyrite. Marcasite is COllllil.on in sections showing ruby 
silver$, sphalerite$ galena and chalco.pyriiie. 
much more restricted in its distribution. than pyrite or marcasite. 
A heavy dissemination of small needles o.f arsenopyrite is character-
istic of a quartz vein on the 700 level ~r the Cactus Queen.. In ·the 
*'.rhe alv.nite-d.ioki't~e .. quartz ga.ngue is variable in composition,. 
For the sake or brevity it is often referred to as the soft gangue in 
this thesis .. 
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150 level o:r~ shoot of the Silver Prince :i arsenopyrl:te needles and 
rhombs reach a :maximum size of o.z mm. Original e.rsenopyrite :may 
be almost enti1~e1y replaced. by covellite 01? silv4r :minerals .. 
Arsenopyrite is .found in the ti~lte;red i'ooh'wa.11 mom;;onite 
bet\veen the 600 and 700 levels of the CaottHt :mine, .. 
5!,a_lec;>J?l!!!?!:.• -- In heavy sulphide mineralization, chal ... 
eopyrita occa:iionally comprises 40% of the 'Sulphides present .. 
Chalcopyri te, when abundan;t; ,. is usually accompanied by spha.leri te, 
galena, and/01~ a heavy :silver mineraliza:tion. The eJ).rly corroded 
pyrite is oi'ten surrounded and partially replaced by chalcopyrite .. 
In some places small blabs of chalcopyrite are found as 
replaeemen-'c ramnro:rts of once larger crystals which have been con~ode.d 
by soft gangue.. 'i'hese blebs can he distinguished only With diffi-
culty i'ron1 small gold g1•ains 'Which ocou.r in a siit.:i:ilar en~11~iz·onment .. 
Galena.. ·- Galena is relatively unco:mmon and is fotmd 
only vmer~ there is a heavy accompanying ehe.leopyrite-sphalerite 
mineralization., The galena has commonly been largely replaced by 
sphalerite or argentite9 
~halerlte .. - ll.i'ter ~Ghe ehe.lcopy:rite and galena, 
sphalerite 11ras deposited.. It. may make up as much as 65j~ of.' the 
opaque minerals present in some heavily mineralized. specimens of the 
chalcopyrite-pijrite-silver mineral type of :mine:rali2re.tio;n,.. Again, 
P".fTi te end sphaleri te niay be the only coramon sulphides found in a 
sample.. SplJale:rite is often rimmed with, or replaced by. argentite ... 
.... 9 ... 
st'l"O.meye;rite or partly replaced by ruby ail.ve1·s~ It is of interest 
that n.o. r.eally minute blebs of $phalerlte vrere found, but large 
pyrite bearing ore on the 150 level of: tha Siltre:r Prince.. Here 
oha.lcocite occurs :i.n i$olated grains up to .O,,.,t1 mm e;nd also as a l'im 
around pyrite.. ~1Pinor che.leoeite occurs with eovellite .. 
Covellite. _ ... Covellite is much nmre widespread and ._....._.. __ ......,.. 
plentiful than elialooeite,.. It bo1·de:rs and repla.eea ehal.eopyrite, 
of argentite-stromeyerite& 
Bomite~ ...... This mineral oceur:s only as a. reaction. rim 
between cavellite and chalcop-yrite (CQ 144) .. 
2. Silver-Bearing: Mi:nerals9 
____.......~ . ' - ' -. . . 
The c:onm1on silver bearing minerals are argentite-
strow.eyerite, pyrargyrite and p:rousti•(;e. Less comm.on are polybaaite 
bution. Freibergite is comparatively rare. 
str:omeyerite prase:nt in the workings is about equal to that of the 
ruby silvers,. It has a wide distribution and is the prinoipal sibre~ 
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mineral of the ttapotted3 ores of above the 500 level. The ratio 
of stro:m.eyerlte tn argentite varies; som.e relatively pure,;!). sectilej' 
isotropic arg"E>ntits being found but ordinarily the min&ral yields, 
oovellite it border$ and replaces the earlier common $ti..lphidea ~ 
Some grains of argentite show outlines of original galena c;rystais . ., 
The mineral oft~n occurs in isolated bl.ebs but ocoa.sionally shows a 
distribution oontrolled by f'raeturing. At times it; is in contact 'WJ.th 
ruby si lv.ers but ecvid.ently is later than any of them. 
Vugs in the transparent quartz may contain small black 
se-ctile g.lebules.. Similar globules, fl.4 om the superpru.mer concentrate 
were prov.ell mi .. croch@nically to be argentitee-
.• 
~Tru,'~Yl'~J;e_ an.d l?r.~ust:,i.t<t· ...... :i?hese :ruby .silver minerals$ 
like a:rgentite-stromeyer:i:te~ are :widely dist:ributed.. They occur in 
isolated grains but com.Y!l.only rim and replace the early eammon sulphides .. 
They pre.fer to replace and associa:l:ie 1,vith sphaleri·be~. marcasite and 
cha.lcopyrite ra:ther tha..'11. pyri:t-e.. In the zoued lrUU<'U'alization of CQ 66 
pyrite ocaurs only in the ruhy silver zo:ne. In specimens with hea.v-,r 
mineralization#. ruby sil.iters may be in:t.erg;rown 1.'llith common sulphides 
to f'or:m complex g1•ains of up to Z mm. in diameter.. llfarrO"W vein.lets of 
proustite$ occasionally wlth pyrti.r~te:t f'ollov.r fractures cutting 
Polyba.site and .?2:;i;rceite. - .. They are much less common 
and less widespread than the ruby silvers and are .fot.md only in 
- ll .... 
heavily mineralized specimens 11 containing the common sulphides and 
:ruby silvers.. Polybasi·te is commonly associated with chaloopyrite 
and py'i"argyri te.. So:me large grains ( CQ. 130) show· a •teraeked porce-
lain n te:x.tura veined by e.rgeni;ite-stromeyerite. Pearceite occurs 
only vlh.$re polybasite is present. 
~bergi te. -- Ji'reibergite ocettrs in small ai116unts in 
ore heavily mineral:l.z·ed with the common sulphides and silver minerals: 
(CQ 38 and 82}• 
A few minute grains believed to be stephani te and miar-
gyri te were noted. 
Silver. -- l!s.ti.ve silver occurs in iisola.ted pockets on 
the 500 level (er~ 121), and on the south aide of 7-100 stope at 
635 feet ( CQ 130). The rusty coating on the spe:ci:mens containing 
native silver i ·s dark brown in color. '.1.'he silver occurs in plates. 
ve.inleta and blebs, principally along fractv.res 1 and is usually 
clo.sely associated with lill1onite., There :ls s.ome evidence that the 
silver is late:r than the lim.onite, as :ln. CQ 4 it seems to follow 
fraotu1·es reopened a:lo11~ c1·acks filled w5:1:;h limoni te (or hydrous 
hematite)" In the .rich native silver specimens, partly corr-0ded 
pyrite and other sulphides may occur in typical isole.t-ed g1~ains. 
These are not associated with the fractures followed by the li:monite 
or silver. 
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3.. Gold .. 
The gold occurs in several differ-ent .f or..n.s and asso-
eiations .. 
.Gol,d with Common Sulphi~es and Rub;y Silvers. - The 
oo-eurrenee most easily distinguished is that in which the gold 
occurs in the complex uni ta of the heavy co:mmo:n sulphide-ruby sil-
ver mineral1zation" In this association. t ,he gold is located on 
gale:ne.-ch.alcopyrite contacts or along the border of, or within, 
ruby silvers or sphalerite. The gold is le:ter than the ehalcopy-
rit:e and galena but earlier than the sphale.rite.. Grains in this 
association reach a maximum size of o.on lnni. 
Gold in Blabs of So-ft Gan~ue .. -- Fine gold occurs in 
. . - ·-
blebs of soft ga:ngue in the transparent quartz,. in sugar quartz 
(C~ 99~ 199, 144), and i.11 calcite boxwork quartz (CQ 70).. The 
blebs of gold a.re generally s<> minute (0.002 mm) that they are dii'-
i'ioult to distinguish from chalcopyrite. Often they are apparently 
unaf'f,ected by KON o In several specimens assaying ove:1" 2 ounces of' 
gold per ·oon, these yellow specks ;vere the only apparent source of 
the values. 
Gold in Greenish Quartz. -- Coarse gold also occurs in 
greenish quartz and in transparent qaa.rtz intimately associated with 
the greenish quartz {CQ 54 and 202). Such gold may be accompani~d 
by argentiteo , Fracturing has cont1~olled the distribution of the 
greenish qnanz~ gold and argentite. 
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Gold in Late Soft Gangue. -- The late nsoft" ga.ngue 
of fine grained alunite, quartz and dickite, which veins the ear-
lier quartz types, carries minute grains of gold. This gold is 
often tarnished ( CQ 200). Specimens with this soft ga.ngue often 
yield high gold values without any apparent mineralization. Accom-
panying this alunite-bearing gangue there may be a fine-grained 
silicification of porcelain or clay-like texture which occasionally 
carries a lit;tle cinnabar. This gold mineralization is character-
istic of the upper or north end of the ore shoots on the 700 level 
and of the Silver Prince 150 level shoot, but is probably most 
extensively developed in the· surface Cactus Hill pit. 
Gold in Amalgam. -- On the superpanner a few globules of 
native w..ercury and amalgam were noted. This amalgam probably devel-
oped during the grinding of the ore. Some of the gold noted on the 
superpanner was actually electrum. 
4. Mercury and Arsenic Minerals. 
Cinnabar and Native Mercury. -- The presence of cinnabar 
and mercury were first determined in this ore from a study of the 
superpanner concentrates. This was confirmed by a chemical analysis 
(Smith-Emery Company) of the mill concentrates which showed 0.27% 
mercury present. This amount equalled that of the lead~ and v.ra.s 
tv10 times that of the copper present. 
In polished sections of the ore, cirmabar is apparently 
less readily identified sinee a much lower proportion of cinnabar 
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to the other sulphides was £ound than in the panner concentrates. 
Cillllabar occurs in fine gre.ined porcella.n.eous all.mite-
dickite-quartz gangue (CQ 101) .. in the gre.enish quartz ( CQ 76), or 
glassy sugar quartz.. Vugs in a sugar quartz (CQ 75) with greenish 
cast contain grape-like clusters of black and isilvery globules. 
Both give :mi-oroahe:mical tests for mercury.. The black globules may 
ba cil'.U'la.bar as -the streak is red, the others may be a.malgElJn.• 
~lgar and OrJtiment. - These minerals occur as minute 
grains in cavities filled with alunite and in specimens containing 
be.rite and alunite (CQ lOl)e These minerals appear to be associated 
with cinna.ba.l"o 
5.. Gtmgue and Non-Opaque Minerals . 
Quartz. -- Quartz of several different types forms the 
- . 
bulk {probably over 90%) of the vein material but locally al.unite)) 
ja.rosites~ be.rite and diekite may be of' importance. 
Carbonates. ·- The complete absenee 0£ calci:t;e or other 
carbonate min-er-e.ls ,,axcept minor siderite , is noteworthy. The formeX' 
presence of calcite in the veins is indicated by the s.o-called box-
work quartz ( CQ 62) which f.o:r'mS as the result of a repla.cem.ent of 
ealei te by fine-grained white que.rt:r in which the cleavage pattern 
and outline of the former calei te crystals :a.1"e preservedo 
Siderite is found locally on the N700 level in botry-
oidal banding around fragments o:f vein que.1~t2i and a1tered ivall rock 
QCQ. 230),. 
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Minor Gangue Minerals .. -- A few grains of' talc and 
serici te, occupying what are probably the nghosts." of former .f eld-
spar phenocrysts in replaced 1ivall rock, were noted. Zircon and 
rutile were abundant in the superpmrner concentrate and probably 
vrere derived from fragments of country rocks in the ore. 
Ba.rite. -- Ba.rite formed up to 3% of the gangue min-
erals in so:m.e of the superpalUl.er determina:tions. It occtu-s vlith ox-
nea:r the alunite t;ype of g.angue as large er,ystals lining vugs in 
quartz ( GQ 51} and on late :f'raeture pls,nes ( CQ 102) .. 
Alunite•-· This is a common gan~-ue mineral.. Its usual 
associates a.re dickite and a fine grained sili.ca... It occurs ip. the 
soft white ga:ngue filling blebs in qua.Miz 6 corroding early sulphides,, 
or veining or coating brecciated quart&9 The al.unite often he.s a 
slightly higher index than that given for pure alunite.. This and 
the fa.ct that some of the elunite tut.us rusty bro1.11n1. in KOH, indi-
cates isomorplli$1!1 with jarosite~ 
Dickite. - ... The only clay mineral noted was dickite .. 
It is associated with the alv.nH;e end fine grained silica. Th~ 
dickite-a.lunite-quartz type of' ga:ngu.e reaches its highes"lo; degree o:f' 
dev.elopment and shows the most marked separation into di&"tinct alte-
rs.tion zones in the Cactus Hill pit." 
Jarosites .. .,._ Minerals of this group vrere common in the 
superpanner middlings. product. A spectrogrephic analysis and micro-
chemical tes·ts indicate that it is mainly ja:.rosite vdth ~:me plumbo-
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jarosite.. The low silvi9T value of the product sh~ts that argento-
jarosite is n:ot common,. Th.e ja:rosites were not disti.11.gtlished in 
the sawn a.11d polished se.cticns. They are probably to be found in 
the alunite-dickite-silica association.. So.me of the so-called 
brovm limonite gangue may be jarosite .. 
The supargene oxides o:.f iron, lirno:nite ro1d. heme.ti te, 
coat the quartz fragments of the Ce.etus v~in down to:1 and in some 
areas on~ the 700 level. In the upper levels ·the coating is uni-
f'-ormly light brown,. On th~ 500 lervels e.nd wl1erever native silve1~ 
., 
occurs., the coating i$ .a de.rk brovm, .suggesting that mangro:1ese :w».y 
be presm.rt; in these spots. In the wide S"tope between the 500 s.nd 
700 levels~ the above tvro types of rusty coatings a.re accompanied 
by one of' bright brick l 0 ed.. On the 700 lev~l the brow.a o~idized 
coatings grade through ligh"'c yellow browa to yellow8 then to -the 
white of the alu..'l'lite-dickite-siliea coat:t:ngs~ No attempt has been 
:made to determine th~ exact composition of ·these various coatings .. 
In polishad :section lira.onite e..nd hematite (hyd:rous anisotropic) 
follow fra.ctures in the quartzo Limonite .. replaei:ng sulphide bleb$ 
in the uppei~ levels,, i s much less common thmi would 'bs e:11:pected .. 
Replacement -of early sulphides seem to have been mainly by the soft 
.~ 
white gangue rather than by limo:nite.. Tough anisotropic lr.y-drous 
helllatite with red inte.n1al reflection generally follows the same 
fractures as the :native silver and i.ms possibly earlier than the 
sil~V"er (CQ. 4) .. 
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RESiJLTS OBTAINED FR 0!11 STUDY OF MILL PRODUCTS 1U\ID ORES 
USING THE EA.UL'!AD~ SUPERP.ANN~R 
Preceding the present study o:f: the Cactus deposits by 
means of' savm. .surfaces and polished sections~ co.?lSidern;ble time 
was spent by the wri.ter in preparing eonoentre:be,, middlh'Jgs and 
tailing p:roduets t>f ore and mill products, using the Haultain super-
panner .. 
Thi.s study was not carried to its c011olusian b~cnuse of 
the diffi-0ulty of separating and identi:fying many 0£ the minute 
grains, and bee.a.use, as the mill recovery is high and ga,tisfaeto17, 
no useful purpose eould be served by :making a le,bori·ous quantitatiire 
study of th$ :minerals pres.ant. in the vari-01.<s products. These prod-
ucts are available for study should need arise,. 
In orde.r to obtain satisfactorily clean separations on 
the superpanner,it 1m.a found necessary first to size the ll'!aterial 
u.sinr.; in a Rotap niachine a set of' screm:ts ranging from 100 to .250 
mesh in 20 meah in:te:rvals. The best separa:bions were obtained on 
the panner in the range 150 to 250 me.eh,. The .following are the more 
interesting G:f the results obtained: 
l ~ Even in the •250 mesh produc'ts there are still mixed 
grains of' quartz and sulphide. At 150 mesh 20% of the sulphities 
were attached to q;ua:rtz. 
2.. The minerals determined in the superpa.nner studies 
of the ore.,, correspond wi1ih those deterr..irlned in polished section. 
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The superpimner however emphasized olee.rly the presence in the ore 
of: conaiderable cinnabar and so.me nati '7"e mercury. 
3. The gold:t as- observed in the concentrates 0£ the 
ores and :mill he-ads,, occurred in several different forms,, - rough 
bright electrum. .... like goldl< gold with bronzy aii.d rusty stainsll 
nodular gold,, crystalline geld, and rune.lga:m. balls. The last m.ay 
have dev~loped in the ball mill :trom the native mercury and gold o£ 
the ore. 
4. The middlings prodmrts of orell mi.11 heads .. and flo-
tation and cyanide tails,,, contained eonsidemble jarosi"Ges and 
limonite. A apectrographic analysis of the product shcmred only low 
values in s:ilver, so probably the jarosites a.re principally jarosite 
and plum'boja:rosite, vrhile argeutojarosit..:e occurs in only :.m18.ll 
amounts~ 
5. In the cyanide tails the following m..i.nera.ls were 
found: Chalcopyritell ruby silverll sphalerite, eleetru.'n;t cinnabar, 
and minor native mercury. These minerals are usually coarser than 
the average grain size of ·the tailings. The tailings losses are 
probably mo$tly in silver and gold values enclosed in the common 
sulphides a.nd in blebs still surrounded by qv.artz. Because of the 
relatively lal"ge volume of' jarosites in the tails, ·there may be some 
silver losses as a.rgentojarosite. 
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TYPES OF GANGUE 
'i'he principal gangue types in approxirn.a.tely their 
order of' deposition are: l. White and grey replacement quartz., 
-· 
2. Bony white qu~rtz, 3. Coarsely crystallute euhedra.l glassy 
quartz,, 4. Transparent quartz a 5. Dark grey que.rtz ( dissem-
inated millere.liz;ation), 6. Calcite bo:x.w.ork quartz, 7 # Yfui te and 
transparent sugar quartz., 8 .. Greenish quartz, 9. Alunite-diokite-
silica g:angue, 10. Silica associated with limonite. 
The writer has not studied these various gangues petro ... 
graphically. The :tollowiug notes are from study of the sawn or 
polished surfaces under ref'lected light and the descriptions are o:f 
the various gangue types as .seen under those conditions. 
As some of these g:angues characteristically carry high 
values while others are notably barren, the relationships and dis-
tribution of the ga11gues is of prime iniportance. Indeed,, the 
distribution of the values seems to depend more on the rels:bive 
am.ounts 0£ the va.:ri ous gangues present than on zoning within the 
vein as a whole. 
The deposition of the various ga.ngues is subdivided by 
several period$ of fracturing and brecciation. Each successive 
fracture pa:tt:ern was the domi1w.n·b con'trol in the distribution of 
the succeedin~ gangue.. 'l'ypica.l epithe:rn1al banding is developed 
onl y locally,, presumably mainly around fragments and i..11 isolated 
vugs. This repeated fracturing and brecciatio11 was so intense that 
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five or more separate and distinet g;angues may be present in a 
single polished section. 
Sufficient detailed underground mapping and st--udy has 
not been completed to aatisfa.etorily correlate intermine:ra.1 f':rac ... 
turea and the ilein pattern with the distribution of assay values .. 
However~ the work completed does suggest a very definite correlation 
and one wtlich :may be of decided economic importance. 
Yfui t-e and grey replacement quartz is low grade and 
poorly mineralized ( CQ 81 and 51). This replacement quartz grades 
into altered wall roeko In this altered. \mll rock oceur tuhedral 
pyrite crystals. These may have been deposited from the same solu.-
tiens as the re.placement quartz. 
2. Bony Vfuite Quartz: • 
The bony white quartz also appears devoid .of any mineral-
ization. J.t is tough,. dense a and unifor:mly :f'ine grainadQ Under the 
microscope the quartz grains are a:nhedral with intGrlocking boundaries .. 
No evidence that this is a replacement quartz was noted in the thin 
section examined.. Hm1ever ~ much of this bony quartz might be a replace-
ment. l)r,. Fraser has evidence indicating that a bony quartz f1·om the 
upper levels is a replacement of gougee 
The bony quartz is characterized by a lack of the small 
blabs either of mineral or of' soft gangua such as occur in the later 
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transparent quaJ:'tz ,, The lm"J' grade of much of' the uppe1~ portions 
of the Cactus vein is clearly due to the relative abundanee of this 
bony quartz . In richer _portions of the vein this quartz is 
generally brecciated, veine.d3 and surrounded by the ore-bearing 
later ga.i.-ig;ues . 
SQ . Co~s_el;z c17,s~8:1line~e.~e.l Glassy Quart! .. 
The coarsely eeystalline euhedral glassy quartz occurs 
in. well shaped crystals up to three .... fourths inches in length ... It 
is earlier than. the transparent minerali zed quartz into whioh it 
scr.meti:mes seems to grade., Generally .its boundaries -.rl.th the trans-
parent quartz. are clean cut. In the narrow., high grads silver veins 
containing abundant ruby silve.rs this coarsely crystalline quartz is 
often amythestine (CQ 147).. Al.theugh these quartz crystals are un-
mineralized except :eor mineralization tiriginating in the transparent 
quartz~ they are al1mys associated with the trans.parent quartz and 
might possibly be an earlier eoarsely crystalline phase of the trans ... 
parent quartz. 
4. Trans;ear*nt Qua:rt,:. .. 
The transparent quartz is the host ge..ngue of the comm.on 
sulfide :minera.liza:tion, ·!:;he ruby silvers, th~ bulk of ·the t:U'gentite 
and some of the gold mineralization ... " 'It commonly veins the ~ai~U.er 
brecciated white bon,y and replacement quartz and is itself braccl$.ted 
a:nd veined by the later gangues.. It is colorless -to 'Vlhite and under 
the nU.c:roseope , light penetrates the quartz to a considerable depth 
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henoe the name transparent quartz$ In contrast, the barren 'Mlite 
bony quartz has little transparency e.nd appears a "dee.du white .. 
The distribution of this quartz seems to be controlled largely by 
refraeturing ·and reope.ning of the vein. 
s .. · Dark G1:$X Quartz (Di4ls~1inated Mineralization). 
The· dark grey dissemina:ted quartz is a variety of the 
transparent quartz so filled i.rl th very fine sulfides. as to .appear 
dark grey.. These sulfides are often needles of arsenopyrita or 
ruby silvers. and omrellite replacing a.rsenopyrits (CQ 216 and 1:95) .. 
6. Calcite Boxwork Qua.rt£~ 
Calcite boxwork quartz is a white to tre.nsparent, fine 
grained, almcmt sugary quarl:;.,Z (CQ 62.) which has coinpletely replaced 
the coarsely erys.talline calcite. onee pre-sen'b in the veine The 
cleavage fa.ees of the calci'l:;e are preserved as ghost structures in the 
quartz. . Vugs in this quartz may be. lined with small qv.e.rtz crystals 
and .filled w5:hh the .soft ge.:rigue., Whan this soft gangus is pres$nt, 
values :may be high (C.Q 65) but no mineralization occurs within the 
bo:xwork quartz itself~ 
~fuit"? ~~ Transparen·t Sugar Quart!;• 
The 1mite and the tr~.nsparent sugar quartz berth have a 
characteristic suga~J texture on a sairm. surface but they are no·l:; at 
all :friable., The relationships of the sugar quartz to the other 
gangttes are not as apparent as they are in the case of many of the 
other ga.ngue types. As mentioned above the ealoite boxwork quart.z is 
usually a. white sugar quartz.. In general the sugar quartz seems to 
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be more ciosely associated with the transparent quartz thRn with 
the earlier gnngues~ They-t however, are much more ligh'l::ly mi:neral-
i:zect.. The cmnm011 sulfides ar& rare. The sil:ver ntlnemls are 
found in bleba i:n or nea-r crJste.l-lined. ee.vities {CQ 138).. Blebs: 
Qf gold oeeur inime eaitd.ties filled with so.ft gangue (CQ 99) in a 
manner similar to the oceur:renes in "che transparent quartz., Of'ten 
specimens appa:t·ently unmineralized yield good values (GQ 10 and 75). 
8.. e-1~eenish Quart~ .• 
The greenish quartz is of much more l"estricted occur-
rence tha.n the above types.. It occurs as narrmv tapering veinlets 
cutting the earlier quartz types... It is localized arot1nd areas 
characterized by the al.unite type of gangue.. fhe che.raete:ris,tic 
minerallzati.ocn in this quartz is coarse 8:tld fine gold and argentite 
( CQ 54) but occasionally minor common sulfides occu:r ( CQ 202).. The 
gold l'l'l9.y eccur in ca.vi ties lined with quartz crystals~ 'l'his 
greenish quartz :me;y be an early phase ~ the suocead:i.ng alunita-
type grolg;ue ... 
9. Alunite-D,ickit.~-Silica Gan~ 
The a1u,nite-dickite ... siliea gangue. varies in the relativec 
proportions of' each of these minerals.. It is found on the northern 
or upper end 0£ the three quartz lenses or segments on the 700 level, 
()n the 150 level of the Silver Prince, and attains its :maximum 
develop.m.ent in the Cactus Hill pit workings. In the Cactus Hill pit 
it is separated into areas of e.lunitizatio:n" kaolinizatian (diekite?) 
and silicification.. The extensive 0.nd strong alteration of' the area 
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may indicate that deposition 'took place very close to the surface. 
The ef:f'ects on the 150 level Silver Prince are inter.mediate between 
thos*' seen in the- Cactus Hill pit and ·l;hose on the 700 level of the 
Cactus Queen.. On both hanging and f'ootwalls of the Silver Prhwe-
vein there is a wide z-o:ua {l5' Z) of sil:lcification acicompe.nied by 
alunite and dickite.. A greater proportion of the gold ... &ilvs.r 
value-s seem to be closely related to the greenish quartz, and al.unite 
bearing gangues9 On the 700 le'V"el the al'Ullite bearing ge.ng;ue veins 
the transpai·ent and other earlier quartz.es, and coats the i'ractured 
quartz of the ve:i.no The principal values associated with this gangue 
a.re as gold vahich occurs in 01· near it (CQ 201)9 All of the einne.bar, 
realgar., orpiment (CQ 101), ha.rite (CQ 102) and some jarosites are 
associated with this gangue .. 
The soft gangue which occurs in blebs in the transparent 
quartz is thought to be 0£ similar alunite..-diokite ... quartz composition. 
It corrodes the early pyrite ( CQ 109), seems to have been respon&ible 
for some oi' the covell.ite, stromeyerite replacement of the common 
sulfides (CQ. 48), and contains minute blebs (0.001 mm) of gold (CQ 99) .. 
10, ?ilica Associated vrith 'Limonite. 
The silica, associated with the limonite along fre;ctures 
and coa.ting the speci:nl.ens , is sometimes tough end springy. This may 
be super gene.. ·rhe. amount is small arJ.d there has been very little of 
any cementation of the vein fragments by silica carried by descending 
wat~rs. 
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TEXTURES AND PARA.GENESIS OF THE 
IiET.ALLIC MINERALS 
Fine grain and light mineralization are the outste:.ad-
ing cha.raeteri$tics of the Ca.etus ores.. It is difficult to 
determine in many cases the textural and pare.genetic relationship.s 
of the minerals present~ .Approximately 851~ of the mineralization 
in the deposit occurs as isoln:bed bleb:s or erystals:1r each separated 
from its neighbor by a relatively great diatanoe of barren quartz 
and without any conneeting fractures or veinlets. This results in 
the nspotted" appearance of most of the ore. 
Below the 500 level in the Cactus mine there is locally 
a heavy sulphide mineralization with hand specimens shm·dng 1% 
sulphides. 
l?ercentagce. of Metallic Minerals in the Oreo 
The ratio of concentration bet-we-en mill heads and flota-
tion concentrates is h200. These coneen.t:rates are two -thirds gangue. 
and one third metallic minerals. The metallic minerals then comprise 
0.2% of the ore by weight. This value of 0.2% metallic :minerals in 
the ore is only an approxima:l:;ion because the concentrates do not in·· 
elude the miners.ls carried over intq_ the: J?lotation Tails (Cyanide 
Heads) but they <lo include some pyrite. from altered wall rock. 
In the "spottedn or blebby type of ore~ the average 
percentage of' :metallic minerals is even lower thM the average £or 
the ore deposit as a wh.oleo ln hand spe0imen it is impossible -to 
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distinguish the minerals other than occasional large pyrite crystals. 
In good grade or~ the balance of: the mineral.s appears as uspot.s. u 
The ore of the Cactus Hill pit se:ems devoid o:r minerali"Ze.tion but on 
crushing and panning yie1ds a.bunde.nt fine gold .. 
The heavy mineralization averages about 1% sulphides. 
The ma.Xim.um noted was about 10.% sulphide £<>.r a picked hand specimen 
but :se.mpl(rn showing <:wer 3% sulphide a.re l"are .. 
Grain Size , 
There is a wide- range in grain size.. The- amallest 
mineral gr1:1.ins are bel01rr 0.001 mm. in diam.eter: the large.st grain 
n-ot-ed, one <'.ontposed .of' severai :minerals~ Tro.S over S mm in diameter .. 
The average grain size is of the ot·der of 0 .. 05 mm,. This necessii:;ates 
fine grinding in w.;i.llin.g the ore .. 
In the 11'spotted11 ores ·the blebs or crystals :range in s-ize 
:from a few micrOIJ.s up t.o o.5 mm. or larger in the case of' pyrite.. In 
general au increase in th~ amount of mineralization is e.aco:mpanied by 
a corr.e.spondin.g .increase in grain size .. 
The h.eav-.1 sulphide ores stim-1 a marked inerea.s.e in grain 
size over that of the blebby ore.. In well mineTalized specimens, 
grains up to Q.,$ mm are common.. Complex g;ra.:l.ns composed of" the common 
sulphides and r-aby silvers, occasionally attain a diameter of 1.5 mm .. 
The maximum noted v.ras 3 mm .. 
The heavily mineralized ~peciw.ans have yielded more com-
plete in:t'o:r:t!lation, on the parag;enesis of ·t;he minerals, but the same 
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textural and .~ge relationships hold true for the "spotted1' 01·es. 
In mineralization accompanying the transparent quartz, the para.gene-
sis is: 
l~ Pyrite and w.arcasite 
2. Arsenopyrite (not present in heavy 
sulphide types) .. 
3.. Chaleopyrite 
5. Gold (.associated with galena) .. 
6~ Sphalerlt~ 
8. Polybasite and pearc~ite 
9.. Covellite and a.rgentite .. stromeyerite 
10. Gold 
n.. Realgar ,,. orpinient fl cinnabar 
9,, 10 and ll are associated with the late soft white alunite bearing 
The above pare.genesis gives the order of the periods of 
maximum deposition for each mineral.. There is some overlap for ex-
a.mpl.e sph~lerite in minor amoun·i:;s seems to ha:1re ranged from earlier 
than the galena to later than ~cha ruby s'ilvers ( CQ 144) 
!,!xtm-al e...'l'l.d Paraf.lenetic Relations for the Various M.inera,l_i:_ .. 
Some of the textural relationships were discussed above 
under MINERALOGY in the descriptions of the individual :minerals. 
The metallic minerals with the possible exception of native silver 
nnd some of' the argentite. were deJ?Qsited from hypogene solutions~ 
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All the hypogene minerals for.med both 01~iginal grains and replace-
men.ts of the ee..rlier sulphides .. Exceptions to this are the niinute 
and isolated monomineralic: blabs of' gold, ciime,bar, realgar Olld 
orpiJnent found in the soft gangue. The characteristics of each 
gangue are dete.iled in the .following sec:'tions. 
Minerals in Transparent Quartz.-- Approximately 98% of 
the common sulphide mineralization,, 90% of the rtlby silvers, 65% of 
the a.rgenti te end about 40% of the gold in the ore occurs in the t.i·a.ns-
pa.rent quartz or soft gangue blebs therein,. . 
In the uspo·tted" ore of above the 500 level# pyrite and 
argentite-atromeyerite are the dominant riti.nerals, while sphalerite 
and ch.aleopyrite are uncommon.. This type of ore continues: to the 
lowest levels but with increasing depth there is an increase in the 
relative a:rnonut of the heavy sulphide type of :mineralization .. 
In the heavy sulphide type, the common sulphides, pyrite" 
chalcopyrite, sphalerite and a lesser amount of' galena are pre~ent 
and comprise from 35% to 100% of the mine:ralization. ~he balance is 
principally ruby sHverst polybasite and pearaeite~ and lesser a.mo'Ullts 
of stromeyerite end gold~ 
The details.of' th$ para.genetic and textural relations for 
t he minerals present in the transparent quartz gangite a1~e as follows: 
1. l'yrite, t he earliest sulphide, may show crystal out-
--
lines$ but where in contact with soft gangue or other 1.>Ulphides it 
has been eaten into and replaced by them ( CQ 131).. Ma.rcasi te seems 
to have been more amenable to replacernent by ruby silvers than 1'!!\S 
pyrite ( CQ 95) • 
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2. Al"senopyrite is not fovnd i 11 contact -with pyrite 
or chalcopyrite but is earlier than sphalerite (CQ 196)9 Needles 
of arsenopyrite are commonl y replaced by covellite and stromeyerite 
(CQ 216)~ 
3.. Cha.lco,pyrite, has replaced and veined the pyrite 
(CQ. 47) and indeed some of the pyrite was corroded by quartz before 
attack by chaleopyrl.te ( CQ 82) .. 
4.. Ga.leu.a is nearly contemporaneous with chaleopyrite 
(CQ. 66)0 Before the common replacement of galena by sphalerite 
(CQ 55) and stromeyerite (CQ 49) took place,, there must have been 
considerably more galena. These miner~l~ seem to have had s.. 
greater affinity for replacing galena when it was present than for 
replacing pyrite and chalcopyriteo The r eple.cement oi' galena by 
ruby silvers (CQ 147) has been less common. 
5. Relatively coarse io~ occurs with the eommon sul-
phide mineralization and seems to favor galena-chalcopyrite cqntacts .. 
Some of the anome.lous relations such as blabs of gold in sphalerite 
(CQ 66) and pyrargyrite (CQ 147) might be e~lained by the post-gold 
replacement oi' cha.loopyrite and galena by those minerals .. 
6.. S:pha.ler~ replaces: pyrite,, mareasi te ~ cha.l copyri te 
and galena.. 'rh.e eoounonest exa..'lllple is. the reple.cement 0£ gale11a where 
large eryste.ls of galeua have been so completely replaced by sphal-
-
erite that only small blebs of galena are left ill the spha.lerite 
(CQ 47)and 55).. The arrang.am.ent of these blabs suggests e.ontrol of 
the replacement by cleavage directions in the galena.. As discussed 
above, specimens showing sphalerit:e apparently later than ruby 
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silvers and polybasite (CQ 144) may result from a. pal""bitl replace-
ment of galena PY sphalerite foll.owed by a replacement of the 
balance of the galena by later minerals. 
7,. !)'rargyrite and proustite r~place the earlier com-
mon sulphides. Proustite seems to favor the replacement of :marcasite$ 
and pyrargy1·ite that 0£ chalcopyrite.. Pyrargyrite replaces sphal-
erite (CQ 147). Veinlets of proustite, following hair-like fractures, 
cut across seve1•a.1 earlier types of gan.gue ( CQ 150). These veinle-cs 
seem to have originated near .centers of' heavy ruby silver mineraliza-
tion. They are not of' supergene origin. The pyrargyrite in places 
contains blebs of chalcopyrite (CC',L 10) and gold (CQ 147). 
8.. !'.cz.l:;y:l?;_a~ and pea:rcei te occur only in specimens 
trlth hea:vy common sulphide-ruby silver rnineraliz.atiorh Polybasite 
is associated with the chalcopyrite (CQ 82 and 147). -The time rela-
tionships between the ruby silvers and theae :minerals are not clear 
but f'rom their occurrence and associations it .appears that ·they were 
nearly contemporaneous.. 'l'he .:ruby silvers are probably a little 
earlier . 
9.. ~!_elli:t ... f! and ~r~~E:~-~-ro:me;ye,ri:te are closely 
associated. Soft gangue is nearly a.lwo.ys prenent where blebs of' 
these minerals occur in the t:ran;sparent quartz• or where they are 
found replacing earlier sulphides. Complex grains of' covellite and 
stromeyerite are common in the n.spotted" 1.ne af ore (CQ. 54 9.lld 122) .. 
In the replacement of' ehalcopyrite by covellite a reaction rim of 
bornite :may be developed (CQ 48). The sphale.rite is often beauti-
fully rimmed by cove-lli t.e ( CQ 47) and. soft gangue. MamJ grains of 
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argentite have outlines and textures suggesting replacement of: 
earlier galena by argentite ( CQ 49) ~ Large crystals of polyba.site 
and pyrargyrite occasionally shovt a 11 cracked po1·cela.inn texture 
veined by stromeyerite (CQ 130) .. 
10.. 1ifuen gold occurs in the blabs of soft ga.ngue ( CQ 202) 
within transparent quartz, other minerals are usually absent ht the 
ble'b.. These gold grains are extremely fine grained 11 probably aver• 
aging only a fmv microns in dirun.eter .. 
11.. .~~ale;,ar ~ orpiment and cinnabar rarely occur in the 
transparent quartz but are associated with the later gangues (CQ 101) .. 
The :f'oregoing observations cover the textural and para.-
genetic relationships of the minerals in the transparent quartz .. 
~~ls in the Post-Transparent Quartz Gangue_I!• -- The 
nrl.ne1"El.lization. associated with the later gangues is much sparser 
but the gold and sHver content is generally highe This m..i.ne:raliza-
tion is similar in type to that .found in the blebs of "soft11 ga.ngue 
in the transparent quartz. In sugar quartz and b<>xw:> rk quartz, gold 
(CQ 99) and a. liti;le argentite (CQ 138) occur in the sort ga.ngue blebs 
and cavities. In the greenish quartz the gold may be qui-l;e coarse 
(0.10 :mm.) and arge-.ati te and gold :may occur along fractures ( CQ 54 
and 218);o 
The11soft" gangue of quar.t.z, alunite., diekite.P ja.rosite 
and bar:tte c011tains less arg;entite relative to the gold and mit1or 
amounts of' re.algar, orpime:nt and cinnabar. Since these minerals a1·e 
seen only in minute isolated grains~ there is little ehance to deter-
mine the paragenesis. 
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Minerals Associated with Su~~r,&ene Oxides of Iron. --
The native silver :minere.liza:tion which is as.sociated with the rusty 
brown 111i:monitic" veinlets and coatings is probably later than the 
hard 0 limoniticn(hydrous hematite) veinlets and coatings (CQ. 4 and 
145). Some o£ the native silver occurs along fractures with a. s<>ft, 
brmv.n to vm.i.t;e gangue and these fractures cut the hard limonite 
veinlets.. Argentite occurs along the srune .t'ra.etures as native silver 
(CQ 145) .. 
The occurrence of native silver and associated argentite 
can be considered as the result of supergene processes unless the 
present limonitic veinlets were jarosites at the time of deposition 
of ·the native s ilver, and subsequently v1ere oxidized by supergene 
waters .$.fter the depo.sition of the s ilver, or unless oxidation of 
the original vein took place be:f ore the influx of a late hypogene 
s ilver-bearing soft gangue. Both these possibilities at present 
seem less acceptable than a supergene origin for the natfare silver 
nnd associated argentite. A petrographic study would have to be 
ma.de in order to arrive at a definite conclusion .. 
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SU1rMARY OF VEIN HISTORY 
The i'olloi.rlng table divides the history of. the vein 
into f'our principal phases of gengue and mineral deposition,, each 
separaJ;ed by a period of breccie.tion and faulting. The· co...'ltrol of 
these periods of' reopening has played a large part in the distri-
bution of the succeeding generation of gangue rum metallic minerals. 
:Major and Mino.r Ga:ngues Mineralization and Para.genesis 
B:receiation and F'.a:ul"bing 
(a) white and grey replac:am.tmt 
quartz 
1 .. White bony quartz 
Pyrite in wall rock ? 
Barr.en, no mineralization p 
Brecciation and Faulting 
(a) coarse glassy eu...hedral 
quartz 
Barren except where bordered 
and fractured by the mineral-
ization accompanying later 
transparent quartzo 
2. Transparent quartz 1. Pyrite~ :marcasite, e.rsenopyrite 
2. Chalcopyrite 
5. Ga.le>..'la 
4. Gold 
5 , Sphaleri te 
6. Pyrargyrite and prous~ite 
In blebs of' soft gangue N 7. Polybasite and pearceita 
(a.lunite, dickite eta.;) { . 8~ Covellite and chalcocite 
within tra11sparent quartz 9 • .A:rgentite-stromeyerite 
(b) dark grey (disseminated) 
quartz 
(c) calcite boXt-~ork quartz 
(d) sugar quartz 
10. Gold 
9. Argentite ) 
10. Gold ) in blabs of soft gangue 
Brecciation end Faulting 
(a) greeniah quartz 
3. nso:tt" e;angue of quartz, 
alunite~ dickite and barite 
(b) separation of soft 
gangue in Cactus Hill pit 
into areas of silicifica-
tion -and vein quartz 
Jl.J.unitization 
Kaoliniza:h-ion ( dickite) 
- Very minor common sulphides 
9. Argentite 
10.. Gold 
11. Real.gar, orpiment and 
cinnabar 
9 .. Arge:n:l:;ite 
lOo Gold. 
11. Realgar, orpiment and 
ci1mabar 
lO. Gold 
Barren 
Barren 
Brecciation and Faulting 
4. Supergene development of 
limonite, heraatite, e'l::c. 
Lats soft gengue ? 12.. 1~ati ve Silver and argent.ite 
This table emphasizes the relationship of the various 
gruigues to the type of mineralization. 
In Stage 2 the transparent quartz accompanied the depo-
sit.ion of the cormnon eulphides, gold and ruby sibrers.. Bu·!:; tha 
tre.nsparent quartz solution.s e.vident.ly contained a small proportion 
of the constituents of the soft gangue of Stage 3~ since the fill.al 
stage of' crystallization of' the transparent quartz gangue produced 
small pat:ches of the soft ga.ngue within the quartz. These blebs of 
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soft gangue contain eovellite~ argentite and gold as filling in 
the blabs, .and as replacements of earlier sulphides in transpar-
ent quartz. 
'The greenish quartz represents a further increase in 
the percentage of the soi't gangue minerals.. Its mineralization '>ra.s 
argenti't.w.t gold and realgar" orpiment and cinnabar.. The s.o:ft 
gangue had a s:imilar :mineralization.. In Cactus Hill pit the com-
ponents of' the soft ge.ngue ha:ve s,eparated in·bo areas o:t silicii'ice. ... 
tion, carrying good values in f'ine gold and barren areas of 
a.lunitization and kaolinization .. 
In Stage 4, with limonite and other rusty coatings of 
supergene crigin, there is associated the native s1lver and a very 
small proportion of th~ total argentite. 
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As des.cribed above" the fragments of vein quartz above 
thEI 700 level have been coe.ted with limonite and other rusty 
products.. On and below the 700 level this coating che.nges to a 
light yellow to white coating oi' quartz, alunite, dicldte and barite. 
The e.lunite pro~ably co1r!;;ains some jarosite because in an alkaline . 
solution (KOR) it turns to a brown color similar to the so-called 
limonite coa:ting of the upper levels.. In other words!> the rusty 
coatings, typical of fragments of the upper levels, may have re-
sulted f"ro:m the oxidation by meteoric t"18.ters of the iron already in 
situ, as the alunite-jarosite gangue coating, ~·ather than from the 
descen·t of' solutions rich in iron. The other alternative- would be 
that the al unite coatings are e.. supergene effect lying below the 
liro.oni"t:;e coated za.1e,. There is no factual or mineralogics.1 data 
favoring this latter al tern.a.ti ve a:nd there is strong evidence to the 
contrary. 
These rusty coatings i"then on quartz are purely surface 
features. There is li·ttle if ~my penetration. of -hh.a rust into the 
quartz except in native silver specimenso Of course_. where the soft 
gangue, gouge, or altered count:ry rock are present on the surface 
of the fragment, penetration is mu oh deeper., 
To have effected much in the ¥ray of superge:ne enrich-
ment of' original silver mineralization in the quartz of the vein, 
the descending surface waters itrould have had to accomplish the 
following: 
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1~ A l eached zone low in silver near the 
surface in which original mineral grain$ 
would be represented by empty cavities or 
limoni te filled blebs. 
2~ A partially leached zone i11 vmich the 
mineral~zation bordering the surf ace of 
quartz £ragments would be leached or replaced 
by 1 imoni-l;e • while t;ha.:b towards the center 
would be unaffected. 
3~ A secondarily enriched zone just above 
and at the ~:her table where there would be 
supergene silver minerals deposited along 
fractures or replacing other sulphides .. 
Accompa:.i!ying secondary copper minerals should 
be present at least in minor amounts. 
These effects are not present in the vein. The lee..ehad or 
limonite-f'illed cavities are not comm.on~ !,,imonite replacing pyrite is 
rare. P.:a.. upper leached and lmver aeconda:dly enriched silver zone 
v-.rould show the upper .zone to b e high in gold relative to silver and 
the lower zone high in silver relative to gold9 The sulphides ~chrough-
out are remarkably fresh and free from oxidation. 
The native silver specimens (CQ 145) show some of these 
.. 
supergene effects, namely a deep penetration of' the rusty iron ox.ides 
into the quartz and a control of mineralization by ~racturing. 
Assuming the sott o.lunite ge.ngue of Stage 3, Qlld the soft 
gangue blehs in the transparent quartz, to be supergene, the covellite 
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e.nd argentite would be supergene, the realgar- 01~piment and cinna-
bar supergenes end the gold ~vould also have to be either supergene 
or residuaL Mine1·alogically the chances that the gold, realge.:r,, 
orpime11t e.nd cinnabar could be supergene are ve·xy remote. ?i!ineral-
ogienlly ·bhe pos.sibilities of' the covellite and argent;ita being 
supergene are :much be:tter but tenurally they a.re poo1~. ln order to 
I 
he.ve supergene argen.ti te in the spotted ore of the upper levels it 
would be necessary for the mineral hearing solutions to diffuse 
throughout the dens.a quartz without any prei'erenoe for ohannelwa.ys, 
and deposit the oo:ft white ga:ngue and eovallite and e.rgenti te in 
empty blebs~ or replace earlier sulphides. A supergene origin for 
cwellite and ar5'entite in the spotted ores ia extremely unlikely. 
Supe1·~nt"J enrieh:ment probably e::dsts in the deposit to 
a limited extent. The na:tive silver mineralization: is more likely 
supe:rgene th&"1 h.ypogene. Coatings of the soft g~ue of Stage 3 
probably v1ere f'o1".m.ed on the quartz fragments of sane pru·ts of' 'bhe 
upper levels in a manner similar 'to th.-e coa:ti:ngs on the north ends 
oi" the quarl!i lenses on the '700 level.. The.se coatings w•.H1ld ha,..re 
been easily oxidizeit by descending waters so that th$re is the pos-
sibility that ·t;he :rusty coatings end fillings between the quartz 
" 
fragments· vrere secondarily enriched nee..r the water table.. Such 
aetion w..ay account for the origin and distribution of the na:t:lve 
silver. 
A sample s..liawing a heavy rusty coating or gouge sur~ 
rounding f'raet.-ured vein fragments vm.s w:ashed. The rusty coating 
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assayed $8 .. 00 as against $15.,QO for the shattered quartz. This 
indicates that these cos.tings in places ca!"zy a small but appre-
ciable :traction or t."1-ie total values.. They vrould be susceptible 
to supergene leaching and enrichment. 
ZOlUNG IN THE ORE DEP·OSITS 
Imperfect but distinct zoning occurs on scales 
ranging i'rom that seen in polished section,, through zoning of in-
dividual quartz lenses.,, zoning of' mineralization in the tra.nsparent 
quartz,, to zoning of tha various gangue and mineralization types in 
the deposit as a whole .. 
In hand specimen or polished section zoning or banding 
of' the mineralization is seen only in the heavy sulphide type of 
mil'larali.zation and then .only in the nu·row· ha.ngingwa.11, ruby silver 
rich vein ( CQ 14'7) and in some balls of heavily mine1'alized quartz 
(CQ. 66}.. In these specimens the crude bands are of concentra:tions 
of 1) pyriteJt 2) chalco1:>yriteJt ge.lena. sphe.lerite~ 3) ruby silvers. 
In e. vertical section of an idee.li£ed vein with the 
mineralogy and gaugue associations a.s &1tovm in the table on page 33l.' 
one would expect the vein to be zoned up the dip with the maximum 
concen~i;rations of t he early mine1"9.ls at the bottom of the vein, ru.1d 
on going up the dip to pass through zones relatively rich in the 
succeeding; minerals. 
This is true in. a generttl way in transparent quartz .. 
il'fl1en .compe.red 'With the other minerals pl"e$ent, the maximum relative 
concentratiOl'rn of pyrite and. ehalcopy-ri"te occur below the 700 level; 
of galen(}. n..'Yi.d sphalerite at the 700 level; of ruby silvers bet-ween 
the 700 and 550 levels; of argentite .and cov~llite above the 500 
level .. 
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Above the 500 lev-el the ore is ·typically of the ttapottedn 
type, belm'll' this there is a zone relati:vely :rich in coarser l""Uby 
silvers~ while the heavy ooromox1 sulphide ores with silver minerals 
occur bel<:>\'t the 650 level~ 
Eneh of the three large quartz lenses o:f' the 700 level 
nort;h., show a similar ~oning.. Cross-fauli:;s form the north end of 
each lens.. The lOW"er or southern end of' eaqh of the ·three con1plax 
bodies car:des a heavy common sulphide a..ud :rtiby silver :mineraliza.1;ion; 
the upper ae-ntra.1 part shows good values i:t1 a muoh lighter :m.inera.l-
ize.tion, rnai11ly argenti ta and gold; while the northerly portion shows 
an abtm.dance of the soft gangue of Stage 3 with gold!! cinna.bar11 
:real.gar and orpilri.ent~ This is true in a general vvay for each of tha 
three bodies. The al:nmdrmee of' soft gen.gue at the norbhern end under 
the fault is probably due however to reopenin.g of the. vein 'Qy inter-
mi:ueralj.zation movement along t he i'ault$ The late soft ga.ngue solu-
tions travelled up in the vein :l~ the reopened portions under the 
fault. 
'I'he Cactus Hill pit repr"1Jaents tho final and highest 
de.velop:men't of Sim.ge 3~ The 700 and 800 levels Cactus represent the 
earliest expo$ed p&.rt of S'"tage 2.. The Silver Prince sho1rirs character-
istics of the latter part o:f .Stage 2 and earlier pa.rt of' Ste.ge 3 .. 
The bony quartz of Stage l is p1-esent in the Cactus v-eins :from ·l;h.e 
lm'Iest level ( 800) ·co the surface. The high proportion of this bo:ny 
-,. quartz, relative ·ho the la:her :mineralized quartz, in pe,rts of the 
upper levels accounts for the low values there .. 
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In the control of the distribution and localization of 
ore.:i zoning is of nn.ich less importance tha..'ll the repeat~d inte,r-
minere.lization brecciation and faulting.. Zoning however indicates 
for the Cactus vein a probable gradual di."ldnution of silver values 
within several hundred feet below the lowest present level even if 
the vein goes d01l'J1le Again it may indicate possibilities -et a change 
with depth i:n. the t-ype of mineralization of the Cactus Eill pit .. 
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POSBIBLE ECONOMIC APPLICATIONS OF THIS S WDY 
It has been shmm that a le.rge proportion of the gold 
and silver values throughout th& deposit are of primary and hypo-
gene origin. Hence the relationships of i;he present surface aud 
i'llater table can have little control over the ore shoots .. 
The · distribution o:f the or& bearing ga."'lgues of' Stage 2 
and S ~s eont~olled by the in:ter:mi:neralization b:reeeiati<::>n and 
reopening of: portions of the vein. This resulted f1--om movements 
expressed wainly as N-S cross-faulting but possibly accompanied by 
movements on the vein its.elf. Thorough :mapping of the structure, 
both in. ·the 'V'eins and wa.11 rocks., is needed to supply tha details 
for this area.. i'his elate. could th~m he appli-ed in the search for 
ore on known v-eins &;nd in the exploration for new veins. 
Outcrops of barren crae.rl:;z on 'the su1·f'ace should be care-
fully e:mi11ined along their strike for possible intersection wi't:;h cross-
faults of the age and type t..ltat could produce ore shootso Also the 
mineralogy . of such veins and their texture should be axe.mined with the 
purpos~ o:t' de·ber:mining; their fa:vorability at horizox1a other than that 
exposed. 
Veins or portions of veins with 011ly bony vrhite quart;z 
are unfavorable.. There had to be re:breccia.tion of this bony quartz 
to allm1 access of the t:ra:nspa:rent quart.z and later o.re-bearing 
gangues.. T!"rolspa.rent. quartz, if' present,. even although locally barren 
:may indicate ore near bye Alunite alteration should be followed up 
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under the controlling fault~ In the mine the projection o:f inter-
m ineralizatiori" cToss .. faul ts migM; indicate possibilities o:f ore 
shoots ahead of faces which were a-topped in barren zones. 
Because the dominant control of the ore is structural 
rather than by either supergene or hypogene zoning• detailed. tnap ... 
ping of the structural picture would be a w.l.ua.ble aid in the further 
exploration of' the deposits. 
